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"There are some papers on the table," whispered Bob; "you get them; I'll look after he
Dick stepped to the table and took 1:1P the papers. , The offl.oer opened his eyes
and half rose in bed. "Lie still!" said Bob. sternly.
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THE .LIBERTY BOYS IN fiOTHAM
\.

-OR-

DARING WORK IN THE. GREAT CITY
I

By HARRY MOORE
CHAPTER I.
DICK IN GOTHA.1\I.

"Whoa. there!"
"Hello, sonny; where did you get that horse? "
"Bag o' bones, you mean!"
"Look out that he don't run away with you! "
"Hold the reins tight!"
"What kind of an animal is that?"
"Is it alive?"
"Yes, but I don't believe it is awake!"'
" That's right; it's walking in its sleep!"
"Haw, haw, haw!"
It was a fine afternoon in September of the year 1776.
Riding slowly down Broadway in the great city of New York
wa<> a youth of perhii.ps eighteen years. ·The youth in question was dressed in an old and worn suit of blue jeans; · on his
feet were the heavy •brogans in common use among the peas-·
antry at that time, and on his head ·was . an old ,slouch hat
that had a number of holes in it, through several of which protruded sundry tufts of brown hair. Owing to the droop of the
hat-brim, the youth's face could. be seen very plainly, but "had
it been possible to get a good look at it one might, if a close
observer, have .been surprised to see the keenness of the eyes
and the shrewdness of the face, which was handsome, firm and
regular of feature.
·
The youth was mounted on a large, raw-boned horse, sorrel
in color-a regular old crowbait of a horse, To look at the
animal one would think him incapable of moving faster than
a slow walk, but looks were deceptive, for the horse could, if
necessary, get over the ground at a very fair rate of speed.
The two taken together, however, constituted a rather oddlooking pair to be seen on Broadway, and they attracted attention at once. They had entered Broadway at the upper end,
where it touched the Common, and they . had gone scarcely
a block before the British soldiers and pedestrians in gen er al,
who were walking the streets, began yelling remarks of a
more or less sarcastic character. Those given at the head of
this chapter are a fair sample of the remarks made.
'!.'he youth, however, did not seem to mind it.
He first looked to one side and then to the other calmly,
with a grin on his face, and chewed away at a long straw as
though that were his lifework.
This was the period of tlie Revolutionary War, and the
British had just taken possession of New York City, the patriot army having retired to Harlem Heights, where at this
time it was encamped.
The streets-and especially Broad way-were thronged by
the British soldiers, and many of these were indulging in
liquor to an extent that was not good for them. This made
them the more ready to ridicule the youth on the old sorrel
horse.

Had they known who this youth was they would not have
been making sport of him, however; instead, they would have
rushed out and made a · prisoner of him, for he was no other
than Dick Slater, who had already made himself famous by
good 's cout and spy work.
They did not know who the youth was, however, and so
they continued to jeer him and Indulge in ridicule.
"Say, young fellow, stop and go back and see how far you ·
have got."
"Let's stick some stakes, "fellows, so that we can see if they
are moving!"
"Yes, they've moved a little!"
"Get off, young f.ellow, and lead the horse; he looks tired."
"That horse isn't tired," said a young soldier, who had more
liquor than was good .for him; "he's an Arabian steed, and
Is only pretending. .He can go at a lively clip if he wants to."
"Say, let's have a ride," said another; "let's see what kind
of stuff the animal is made of. Come on!"
This suggestion was met with immediate favor. There were
a sufficient number of young fellows among the British
soldiers to make them ready for anything that promised sport,
and so they rushed -0ut into the street and surrounded Dick
and the old sorrel.
"Heer, whut d'ye meen, an' whut d'ye want? " cried Dick,
playing the part of a country youth.
"We're going to have a ride," volunteered one of the redcoats.
· "You better not,'' -said Dick; "Napoleon Bonaparte don'
like to hev strangers ride 'im."
"Napoleon Bonaparte-haw, haw, haw!" la ughed one of
the redcoats; "say, he's bony enough, an d that's a fact."
"Get off!" ordered another, laying a hand on Dick's arm.
"Heer, don' jerk me, mister,'' said Dick, "and I'll get off;
but I giv' ye fair warin' thet ye hedn' better try ter ride Napoleon Bonaparte."
"Oh, .that's all right; don't worry about us. We'll take care
of ourselves."
"All right; on'y ye mustn' blame me ef ye git inter trouble."
"Oh, we won't."
"Waal, et's jes' ez I hev tole ye-he don' like ter hev
strangers try ter ride 'im."
"We won't be stranger s to him long; we will soon make
ourselves known to him."
Seeing that · the redcoats were in for having some sport,
Dick leaped to the ground.
"Now, ye'll be mad afore ye git thr-0ugh with this," he said;
"an' I want thet ye shall understan' thet, an' not blame me
fur whut happens."
"Oh, we won't blame you, young fellow; don't worry."
The horse did not have a saddle ou; instead, an old blanket
was used in lieu of the saddle.
The redcoats now began struggling to mount the horse.
.finally three succeeded in getting on the animal's back.
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Napoleon Bonaparte stood Jerfectly still while this was
going on; his ears were drooped forward and he seemed to
be sleeping, his eyes being closed.
The redcoats now uttered a shout.
"Out of the way!" cried the one seated in front with the
reins in his hands; "out of the way, or by me noble halidom
- whatever that may be-I'll ride right over you! Out of the
'way, base serfs !"
The spldiers and citizens scattered and opened a way for
the horse, and the rider said, "Gid-dap!"
'rhc horse did not move.
··He's asleep," cried a bystander; "you will have to wake
Ihim up· before he will go."
"Gid-dap!" again cried the three in unisor1.
Still the horse did not move.
The three then slapped the animal witJ.1 their hands and
clucked to him.
He remained standing there, bis eyes rlosed, his ears
drooped.
The bystanders laughed and now begar to jeer the three
redcoats.
"Why don't you move him along?"
''\Vake him up!"
Stick a knife in him!"
"Say, that must be great sport!"
'l'he r edcoats did not deign to reply, int kicked the horse
in the ribs in a savage manner.
'l'his woke the animal.
His eyes opened, his ears straightened up quickly, and then
his heels went up in the air, the three redcoats flying over
the horse's head and alighting on their backs in the middle
of the street.
To say that this amused the crowd is stating the case mildly.
The spectators were wild with delight.
They fairly whooped with joy.
They laughed till they bent double, and not one seemed to
think of such a thing as that the three men might have been
injured.
" Hurrah for the horse!"
"He woke up! "
"Yes, and he. kicked up-ha, ha, ha!"
"Get up, boys, and try it over again!"
The three did scramble to their feet now. They were dusty,
and they looked wild. Their hats had fallen off, and they
picked them up and put them on and proceeded to brush the
dust off their uniforms. All the while the crowd kept up a
running fire of comment, mostly in the • nature of ridicule.
And all the while the horse stood there, quiet as could be.
Having gotten rid of the load on his back, he again closed
his eyes, drooped his ears and looked as if he were sound
•
asleep.
Dick, standing in the midst of the crowd, was as much
amused as any of them, and he had laughed heartily when
the three went flying over the animal's head.
The truth of the matter was, that the horse would not move
until the words, "Go on, Napoleon," were addressed to him.
If he was tn!d t<.> "Gid-dap," or was clucked to, he would not
budge. Befog well aware of this peculiarity of the horse, Dick
knew beforehand what would happen when the redcoats tried
to get Napoleon Bonaparte to start.
Having finished dusting their uniforms, the three soldiers
turn ed their attention to the cause' of their discomfiture. They
glared at the animal, and one strode forward and gave Napoleon a kick in the ribs. Before he could get back out of the
way, Napoleon's left leg made a sudden sweeping motion and
the soldier was sent flying in among the members of the
crowd. It was a half-kick, half-push, and while the recipient
was not inj ured , he was rendered very angry.
"Blast 'is heyes!" he roared. "Hi'll kill the beast, that's
what Hi'll do!"
"Hold on," cried a bystander; "you've no right to hurt the
horse ; you kick ed him first."
f ber e was a roar of laughter at this, and, in spite of his
a nger, the soldier could not keep from joining in.
"'That's so, " he admitted; "well, Hi'm going to ride the
beast , or know the reason why! "
"So am I," from another of the trio who had met with such
a mishap.
··And I!" from the third.
" Th a t's the way to talk!" cried a bystander, encouragingly ;
"nevr> r say die. Don't give up."
.;·w e are not going to give up; get on, boys!"
Tb e three climbed onto the horse once more, and then they
tried, "Gid-dup!" in a chorus.
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He flapped one ear lazily to disturb a fly, but did not even
open his eyes.
"Gid-dap!" roared the three, and they slapped the animal
with their hands.
Still the horse remained as though rooted to the ground.
He flapp ed the other ear and opened and closed one eye, as
though indulging in a confidential wink to the crowd, but that
was all the signs of life he evinced.
"Gid-dap, blast you!" in chorus. Then the three kicked the
horse in the ribs with all the force they could bring to bear.
And, as in the former instance, the animal suddenly awoke.
Up into the air went his heels until he seemed to almost be
standing on his head, and out into the middle of the street
shot the three redcoats.
And again a shout, a roar of laughter went up from the
crowd.
It was fun for them, but anything but fun for the victims.
The three men lay where they had fallen for a few moments,
for they were temporarily stunned by the jar of the fall, and
then they slowly rose to a sitting posture.
They stared at each other with a somewhat dazed look on
their faces.
"What struck us?" said one.
"What happened, anyway?" from another.
"That's what Hi'd like to know," from the third.
Then their eyes fell upon the horse standing there so quiet
and serene, and they realized it all in an instant.
"The beast threw us again!" cried one.
"That's right," from another.
"And Hi'll kill the brute, hif it's the last thing Hi do on
earth," from the other.
The crowd roared again, and the three scrambled to their
feet. The one who had threatened to kill the horse drew a
pistol and leaped forward and stuck the muzzle against the
animal's head. Napoleon Bonaparte, imagining, doubtless,
that the imifact of the pistol-muzzle was a horse-fly, flapped
his ear gently and did . not deign to open his eyes. He was
very near to death's door at that moment, but was blissfully
Ignorant of the fact.
In another instant the soldier would have pulled the trigger,
for he was very angry and was just in liquor enough to be
reckless, and he fully intended to kill the animal. Dick Slater
realized this, and he leaped forward and knocked the muzzle
of the weapon upward.
Crack! went the weapon, and the bullet went whistling
straight upward.
Then the youth pushed the soldier back, at the same time
saying:
"I told you Napoleon Bonaparte wouldn't let strangers ride
'im; ye wuz warned, an' ye hain't got no right ter try ter
.
harm 'im."
"I'll harm you, you blasted little rat!" roared the enraged
redcoat; "take that, and that!" and he struck at the yout,h
twice.
CHAPTER II.
NAPOLEON

BONAPARTE

DISTINGU ISHES

lliMSELF.

To his surprise, and to the surprise of the spectators as well,
the blows did not take effect.
The youth at whom they were aimed dodged one and parried
the other.
"Don' do thet," he said, deprecatingly ; "don' do et, mister.
I tole ye ye'd git inter trubble ef ye tried ter ride ther horse,
an' ye ortenter be mad about et."
"Hi'll show you!" hissed the soldier; "you knocked my
arm up and kept me from killing the beast, and you dared
to push me, a soldier of the king. Oh, but Hi will make you
wish you'd never seen the city!"
Again he struck at the youth, once, twice, thrice, but as before, the blows did not take effect, the youth ducking, dodging and parrying th e blows.
The crowd hissed the soldier now. They were fair-minded,
and realized that the young man was not to blame.
"You have no right to strike him. "
"Let him alone. "
"He isn't to blame."
"Shame!"
"He warned you, jus t as he says."
But those remarks only made the soldier more angry. The
statements were true, of course, and that was what made them
cry out.
He kept up the attack on Dick, and struck at the youth
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again and again; he was surprised that he did not land some
"Whoa, blast your hey:;;! Whoa!" velled the redcoat.
of the blows, but was so angry that he did not stop to reason
But Napoleon Bonaparte kept right on going.
the matter out. He imagined that it was just an accident that
He acted as though he were hungry and knew that a fine
he had failed to inflict damage upon the object of his wrath. feast of corn and oats was at the other end of the course.
His two comrades in disaster were brushing; their uniforms
The cr.owd was cheering like mad.
and sa:ring nothing; but they looked anything but well pleased,
"Look at him go!"
and it was evident that they would be glad to see the youth
"See Napoleon Bonaparte move!"
get knocked down.
"Hold on for yol:lr life!"
"Lemme be," said Dick; "ef ye don' lemme be I'll knock ye
"Don't fall off!"
down, thet's whut I'll do!"
·
"vVhy don't y-ou stop him!"
"Bah, you can't do hanyth.ing like that," sneel'ed the redSuch were a few of the ·cries _given utterance to .
coat.
'
Suddenly Dick gave ·utterance to a shrill, ear-piercing
He soon found out that he was mistaken, however.
whistle. It waS' so loud and shrill that it cut through the
Suddenly Dick struck out straight from the shoulder; the noise made by the yells of the crowd like a keen knife through
blow landed fair betweexl. the redcoat's eyes, and down· he paper.
went.
Instantly a queer thing happened. Napoleon Bonaparte
"T.har; I tole ye ter lemme be," -said Dick; "I tole ye I'd stopped as though shot, and whirled around as though on a
knock ye down. "
pivot. His ·rider went sailing onward and alighted uponJ
The crowd was surprised. 'l~e spectators stared in amaze- his hands and knees several yards down the street, and went
ment. They,; could hardly . believe the evidence of their own scouring along much a,fter the fashion of a 'bullfrog leaping 1
eyes. They would never have thought that the rough-looking into the water.
'
country youth could .knock a big soldier down. He had done
The horse went trotting back up the street to where Dick
so, however, and they were rather glad of it.
a.nd the orowd stood, aud, arriving there, stopped, closed his,1
''Good for you, youngster! "
eyes, drooped his ears and, to all appearances, went to sleep
"You did JU St right. "
again.
"Yes, but who would have thought he could do it?"
Meantime, the redcoat had scrambled to his feet and drawn
"No one, by Jove!"
"Say, young fellow, you had better run for it; that man will a pistol, and now he was coming up the street on the run,
brandishing the weapon 1 and yelling:
~
kill you, sure!"
"Hi'll kill the boy and Hi'li kill the 'orse! Hi'll kill both
"But shor~ly ye won't let 'im do thet?" Dick remarked . of them!"
"'We have no right to interfere," was the reply from one of
But the crowd closed in in front of Dick a.nd shut the infuthe spectators; "you will have to look out for yourself." riated redcoats off.
"I kin do thet; on'y I'm afeerd thet ef1 I sh'd hurt 'im ther
Some of his comrades took the pistol away from him.
res' uv ye'll pitch outer me."
"You fool!" said one; "you will get yourself into trouble if
'·No we won't; don't you be "-fraid of .that."
you are not careful."
"No, no!"
"Hi'll 'ave their life's blood, that's what .Hi'll dof" the
"You have a right to p.ro'tect yourse1f."
soldier raged.
By this time the redcoat was scrambling to his feet, and he
''.No, you won·t; you are going to go along to your quarters
at once rushed upon the youth and caught hold of him.
and ·behave yourse1f."
"I'll choke the I'ife hout of you!" he hissed. "Hi'll kill you,
"Let me go, Hi say!"
blast your heyes!"
He was struggling fiercely.
Bat he was taking a task upon himself that was beyond
"We won't do anything of the kind. You come with us."
his powers to accomplish.
''But Hi've been made a fool hof!"
Dick Slat.er, although only a youth of a little more than
"No, y p,u made a fool of yourself; come with us ..,
eighteen years, was wonderfully strong and active. He was
But the redcoat could not see it that way, aml he raved and
phenomenally strong, indeed, ancl in a11 his experience during struggled. He abused 11is comrades, and threatened them, but
the time that he had been in the patriot army, he had not they merely laughed at him, and held him in spite of h;s
found a mfill who was his equal in strength. He did not, there- struggles. ·
fore believe that this soldier would be his superior in that
"You had better go away while you have a chance,"· said a
respect.
man to. Dick. "You can go*down that 's ide-stre&t, yonder."
He at once grappled · with the redcoat, and a struggle began.
"But he'll think I'm runnin: erway frum 'im, an' thet I'm
The crowd drew back and gave the contestants room.
afeerd uv 'im," said Dick; "an' he'll be :wild ter git at me.
The struggle became a furious one.
Mebbe I'd better stay an' hev et out with 'im right heer."
'fhe redcoat had speedily learned that he had met his match,
"No, the best thing you can do is to go away; he 1Vill kill
and the realization was anything but a pleasant one.
y.ou if he gets at you."
He was determined not to let any one suspect that this was
"They're getting him to go with them now," said another
the case, however, and · he exclaimed in a voice of simulated man; "you will have the chance to go your way in peace ditriumph:
rectly."
"Now Hi 'ave you, you Masted little rat!"
So Dick remained there till the redcoats with their angry,
'"Not yit," said Dick, coolly.
struggling comrade in their midst had disappeared; and while
He was working to gain a certain hold. · If he could gain waiting he was forced to answer a number of questions proit he would show the redcoat and all the spectators as well pounded by curious bystanders.
a trick that would surprise them .
Where had he learned to fight?
Around and around the two moved, struggling fiercely.
What made him so strong? .
The old horse stood there, his eyes shut, his ears drooped,
How did it happen that he was not afraid of the soldier?
and he seemed oblivious of hi,s surroundings.
How old was he?
Suddenly Dick secured the hold he was after. Then, with
These and a score elf other questions were asked, and he
a sudden exertion of his str ength, he lifted his opponent clear answered them as best suited him.
off the ground and threw him astride the horse. At the same
'!'hen he mounted his horse, and· with a "good-by, folks," he
instant he cried sharply:
clucked to the horse, said "Go on, Napoleon," and rode on
down Broadway.
·
"Go on, Na:poleon!"
To the amazement of the crowd, the horse came to life as if
The crowd cheered him and . then di!;;persed. Each and
every man who had witnessed the affair felt he had 013en given
by magic.
·
He leaped forward with all the vigor and enthusiasm of a treat.
a three-year-old.
They would have something to talk about for I long time to
The redcoat made a wild clutch and managed to get hold of come.
Dick rode on down the street a couple of blocks and then
the animal's mane; this enabled him to retain his seat, but he
was frightened, and as the horse went galloping down Br.oad- turned down a side-street.
way the rider yelled "Whoa! Whoa!" lustily.
Presently he came to a livery-stable, and as the door was
He might as well have saved his breath. The horse did standing open he rode in and dismounted,
not "Whoa!" worth a cent. He kep.t right on going, and peo"I wanter leave my horse heer erwhile," he said.
ple paused to stare in amazement.
"All right," said the hostler. 'fhen he !eel the horse into a
itall and Dick went out and made bis way back to Bro1adway.
'l'bey thought it was a runaway, of course.
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CHAPTER III.
DICK I N A TRAP.

As we have stated, the patriot army was at that time encamped on Harlem H eights.
Dick Slater had already done some good spy work for the
commander-in-chief of th e pa t riot army, and on the · day of
which we write General Washington had called Dick into his
headquarter s and had told him that he wished him to go down
into the great city and try to learn what the British intended
doing.
Dick had at once answered that he would be glad to do
this.
Having received his instructions, he made his preparations
and set out.
In the regiment to which the Li·berty Boys belonged there
was an old sorrel horse more full of tricks th an an egg is of
meat. Tltis horse was big, raw-boned and awkward, and his
name was Napoleon Bonaparte.
We have already s een how he arrived in tl1e city.
When Dick reached Broadw.ay he paused and looked about
him.
H e stood there for a few minutes, looking first to the right
and then to the left, and presently h e turned a.nd made his
way down the street, going t oward Bowling Green.
He had almost r eached Wall street, when he heard some one
~ay in a cautious voice:
" Follow me! "
Dick looked around quickly and was surprised to 's ee a girl
of perhaps fifteen or sixteen years. ·
The girl gave him a quick glance and an almost imperceptible nod and turned down a side-street.
Dick hesitated.
He could not know why the girl should select him in this
manner; he decided that she must have made a mistake, that
she mistook him for some one else.
He did not think th ere could be any danger in following
her, however, and he did so.
His idea was to tell her she was mistaken.
He walked rapidly with the intention of catching up with
her, but the ·faster he walked, the faster she walked, and he
was unable to close up the gap between them.
Presently the girl paused in front of a building and opened
the door. She stood there, holding the door open till Dick
came up, and as he hesitated and paused, she said:
"Come in, quick!"
Dick obeyed, and the instant he was through the doorway
the girl closed the door.
They were in semi-darkness, but the girl evidently knew he·r
way thoroughly, for she took hold of Dick 's arm and halfpulled him along.
They came to a stairway and made their way up it.
Then th e girl Jed t he youth along a hallway to a door, where
she stopped.
The girl rapped on the door, and a voice from within said:
"Come in."
The girl opened the. door and, stepping aside, half-pushed
Dick into the room.
The youth gave a quick look around him.
There was only one person in the r oom-a man of middle
age.
He gave Dick a searching look, and motioned toward a
chair.
"Bo seated," he invited. •
The youth took the seat indicated, and as he did so he heard
the door go shut with a click.
He glanced around to see that the girl had not entered; only
the man himself was there.
.''Well, Captain Slater, I am pleased to see you," the man
3aid, quietly.
Dick started. H e eyed the man s earching!~.
H ow h.ad the man learned who he was?
'1 'hat was a question that he could not answer.
"Ye are sure ye hev not made er mistake, sir?" the youth
'lSked.
Tho other smiled.
"Quite sure."
"'Whut ef I tell ye thet ye hev made er mistake?"
"I wouldn't believe you; and you may as well drop the illiterate way of talking, Captain Slater."
"Wh ut makes ye think I am Capt'in Slater?"
" 1 don't think it ; T know it."
" How d" ye know ct ?"

"No matter; I know that, disguised as a rough country
youth, and mounted upon an old sorrel horse, you rode into
the city; it is useless to deny your identity."
Dick saw that the man knew what he was talking about, so
he dropped the- illiterate way of talking, and said:
"What is it?"
The man hesitated and looked thoughtfully at the floor for
nearly a minute, and then he said:
"I have this proposition to make to you: That if you will
leave the r ebel army and come over to the king's army you
shall be made a colonel, young though you are. What do you
say?"
Along toward the last the man talked rapidly, and he
snapped out the last four words and looked at Dick with a
keen, piercing gaze.
Dick was taken by surprise.
He· wished now that he had not walked into the affair so
freely.
He began to see that the chances were that he was going to
get into trouble.
Still, as there was only the one man, he did not apprehend
any danger to himself. H e felt that he would be more than a
match for one middle-aged man.
Dick was so busy with his thoughts that he did not make
answer to the man's questions, and to the other spoke again :
"You have heard my proposition, Captain Slater; wliat is
·
your answer? "
"My answer is, that I cannot accept your proposition, sir."
The man looked disappointed.
"You had better take a little time in which to consider the
matter, Captain Slater."
The young man shook his head.
"It is not rie c~ssary," he said. "My answer would be the
same if I were to study over the matter for an hour. "
" But you must know that YOJI. are refusing a splendid offer."
"Not from my standpoint, sir."
"I don't see why you would not so regard it; you are advanced from a captain to a colonel."
Dick smiled in rather a scornful manner.
"Anything of that character would not have . the least influence with me, sir," he said.
"It has with most men."
" An y man who would be a traitor for such a reason would
not be much of a man."
"You think that?"
"I do; in my opinion, a man who would turn traitor for any
reason, no matter what, would not be worth much to the cause
he espoused."
" vVe are willing to risk that. If you will accept· my proposition we will be willing to be satisfied with such service as
you can render."
" But I c1mnot accept the proposition."
"You mehn that you will not, of course. "
" Yes, I mean that I will not."
"You are very foolish."
"I don't think so."
"But it is true, nevertheless; art y man who refuses such
a good proposition is foolish."
"But I do not consider it to be a good proposition; indeed,
if I may speak plainly, I look upon it in the nature of an insult to me. "
"I don't see how you can look at it in that light."
"I do; to my mind, no person in the world is so contemptible as a traitor. "
.._
"That depends."
"On what?"
"Oh, on the ri ghts of th e question a t issue."
"Well, we have the right of the qu es tion that is at issue between us and the kin g."
"Oh, no; you have the wrong side of it."
"I don't think so."
"And can't be induced to think so, eh?"
"Never!"
"But, supposing that your life depended on your chan ging ·
from one army to the other?"
"Nothing could make me change. "
"You would rather di e ?"
"Than to turn traitor-yes !"
The man looked at Dick long and steadi ly.
"You mean that?" he asked.
"I do."
The youth's lone was firm and decid ed.
"But it may mean death, Captain Slater! .,
" I don't t hink so ; but even if sueh wc: e th e case, my answer would be the sa me."
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"You had better think seriously before answering decidedly."
"I have thought of the matter all that is necessary."
"Aud your answer Is final?"
"It is."
"I am sorry-for your sake."
"Indeed?"
"Yes, for-look!"
He rapped on the table beside which he sat, and instantly
from au adjoining room appeared six British soldiers; they
had pushed a portiere to one side and come through the connecting doorway quickly and noiselessly.
The six redcoats had pistols ~mt and leveled full at Dick.
"Now, what do you think?" the middle-aged man asked, triumphantly.
"That I have been very foolish In permitting myself to be
led into this trap."
"You are not so foolish on that account as because you refuse to accept the very excellent proposition which I have
made you."
"I don't consider that I am foolish for that, but for permitting myself to be trapped."
"You will see the futility of trying to resist, I suppose?"
"Yes, certainly."
Dick said this, but he was at the same moment trying to
think of some plan of escape.
"If he attempts to get away, shoot him!" said the man, in
a fierce voice.
"Vve will!" said one of the men.
Dick suddenly decided upon a plan of action. It was a daring, desperate plan, but that did not matter. In a matter of
life or death, such as the present, it was well worth while
to take desperate chances.
Having made up his mind, Dick lost no time in acting.
He suddenly leaped forward and seized hold of the middleaged man.
He lifted the man clear of the floor and held him between
himself and the six redcoats. Then he bjil~an backing toward
the door.
"Don't shoot," 'he warned; "if you do you will kill your commander."
The six redcoats looked disconcerted. They seemed puzzled.
to know what tb,ey should do.
"Leap forward and seize the young scoundrel! " cried the
man, angrily.
r!e was struggling to free himself, but he could mit do so.
"Don't make a move," said Dick; "if yo,u do I'll kill your
commander!" and he drew a pistol and pressed the muzzle
against the man's head. He did this and held the man in
spite of his struggles.
"Come along and make a prisoner .o f him!" Dick's prisoner
cried; "he won't dare shoot."
"You are making a mistake, if you think that," said Dick,
sternly; '·I have been led in here and entrapped, and I will
not hesitate an instant; I will shoot, just as sure as that the
sun will rise in the morning!"
The six redcoats did not make any move toward attacking
Dick.
They believed that he would fire, evidently.
'And in balieving thus, they were right.

CHAPTER IV.
I

L"!l UNEXPECTED ESCAPE.

Back toward the door Dick Jll.Oved, slowly but surely.
When he reached it he, paused. The difficulty would be to
get the <loor open.
He was equal to the task, however.
He managed to hold the man with his right hand-the one
holding the pistol-and with the left he reached around and
opened the door. This done, he backed through.
He paused and addressed the six redceats, who looked as
though about to advance.
·
"Stay back!" he commanded; "I am going to leave this
place, even though I have to spill some blood in order to accomplish it! If you try to follow me or hinder me in any way,
I will put a bullet through this man',s head, if it Is the last
thing I do on earth! "
The men seemed to believe what he said, for they did not
make any move to advance.
"Come along wl th me," said Dick, and he began pulling the
man along.
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Along the hall they went and down the stairs. Then Dick
made his way along the lower hall. He had almost reached
the front door, ·when it opened suddenly and half a dozen redcoats entered quickly and seized him from behind before he
could turn to defend himself.
Dick struggled and would have fired Ms pistol, doubtless,
had it been cocked, but it wasn't, and so he was unal:lle to inflict any damage upon the redcoats.
He was quickly overpowered and his arms "'.ere bound.
Then his captors followed the middle-aged man, and Dick
was conducted back upstairs and to the room where he had
been a few minutes before. The six redcoats who had been
there had followed him downstairs, and had preceded the
party back upstairs again, and so now Dick was encompassed
a.bout by at least a dozen.
"Now what do you think about it, Captain Slater," the middle-aged man asked.
"I think just as I did before," was the quiet reply.
"You still refuse to leave the rebel army and take up the
king's cause?"
·
"I do."
"You prefer death, then?"
"I don't want to die, but I will not join the British army."
"Very well; then you will have to go to jail, and it will rest
with General Howe as to what your fate shall be."
Then the man •ordered the soldiers to conduct Dick to jail.
They at once took their departure, Dick in their midst.
As they went through the streets, they attracted consid·
erable attention.
Just before they reached Broadway they met a party of four
soldiers, who were about half drunk, and the members of this
party insisted that the soldiers with the prisoner should enter
a bar-room near at hand and have a drink. The six redcoats
who had Dick a prisoner at first refused to do so, stating that
they must take the prisoner to jail without delay, but finally
they gave in and entered the bar-room.
They took not only one drink, but several, and while doing
so they forgot about the prisoner, the result being that when
they got ready to start and looked for him the youth w' ~
missing.
.
They became wildly excited at once.
They rushed about the barroom, looking under the table~
and in all manner of impossible, hiding-places, but, of cour11e..
without success.
The prisoner was gone; he had escaped, though hov "•
had done so was more than the soldiers could understar.-<'-.
"Where is he?"
"Where has he gone?"
"How did he get away, anyhow?"
"We must find him!"
"There's a door; perhaJ?S he went out of it."
Such were a few of the exclamations.
There was a door at the further side of the barroom, and
the soldiers ran and opened it. There was a hall way beyond,
and the redcoats hastened along this.
There was another door at the end of the hall, which the
soldiers opened and,. looked out upon an inclosed yard. Across
the yard was a gate, and they rushed forward, opened it and
ran out into the alley.
They looked up and down, but no one was to be seen.
The soldiers did not know what to think.
They were greatly worried, for they were aware of the fact
that they had let an important prisoner get away from tilem;
they were also aware of the fact that it had been through
their carelessness that this had occurred.
They went back to the barroom and held a council. Some
one must carry the news to the man at whose house Dick had
been captured. He was one of the most prominent Tories in
the city, and stood high with General Howe. Henry Thurwald
was the man's name; it was his daughter Anna that had lured
Dick into the trap.
They held a council and then drew lots to see who would
be the one to carry the news to Henry Thurwald.
When th.is had been decided the one whose shoulders this
duty fell to set out, and the others set in to drown their disappointment and discomfiture at the bar.
The messenger made his way back to the home of the Tory.
He was admitted, and went at once tfl Henry Thurwald's
room.
The Tory looked up as the soldier entered, and recognized
him as being one of those who had had charge of the prisoner.
He saw at once by the look on the man't face that s.omething had happened.
"Vi' ell?" he eaid.
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"I have come to report, sir, that the prisoner has escaped,"
said the soldier.
He had nerved himself for the ordeal and spoke calmly.
'"What's that! You say the prisoner escaped?" The Tory's
voice was stern and ringing.
"Yes, sir."
"Hew did that occur?"
The messenger and his comrade had agreed upon a tale to
tell, and the soldier told it glibly.
"Y.le were walking along the street, the prisoner in our
midst, sir, and suddenly he jerked loose 1from the two who
had hold -0f him and leaped down into an areaway, darted
through a aoor leading into the basement, and got away."
"But his hands were tied; how did he manage to do this?"
"The basement door was open, sir, but somebody must have
been there, for the door went shut the instant the rebe1 went
through, and when we tried the door it was locked."
"Ah!''

climbed the stairs as quickly as possible, being careful also
to make very little noise.
They were soon in the attic, which proved to be a goodsized one.
The girl followed, closing the door behind her.
"Now, untie my hands, miss," said Dick.
"I will do so, sir."
iThe girl went to work, and while untying the knots she
conversed with Dick.
"You are a patriot, sir?" she asked.
"Yes, miss."
"I judged so by y.o ur being a prisoner in the hands of the
British soldiers."
"Yes."
"Do you mind telling me who you are?"
"Certainly not; my nam'e is Dick Slater."
The girl uttered an exclamation.
"I have heard of Y.Ou," she said; "you have been doing some
good spy work against the British."
"Yes; · but the work I have d-0ne this afternoon was not so
good."
"How came you to be captured?"
Dick told her. She listened with interest and then said:
"You did make a mistake in accompanying the girl, sir."
"Yes; but I did not think of such a thing as that there
could be danger in pursuing such a course."
"She was the daughter of the Tory into whose house you
were conducted, without a doul>t."
•
"I think it is likely."
"Yes."
"Tell me your name, miss."
"Lottie Norton."
"And you are a patriot?"
"Yes, Mr. Slater."
"I am glad of that; it is a lucky thing for me that such is
·
the case!"
The girl had no'lil. proceeded in freeing Dick's ai;ms, and he
stretched them ab~e his head and uttered an exclamation of
satisfaction.
"'Thank you, Miss Lottie," he said; "you have done me a
favor that I will never forget."
"I was glad to do it, sir."
At that instant footsteps were heard on the stairs leading
to the attic, and Lottie exclaimed in a startled whisper:
"Somebody is coming!"

"We bi,1,rst it open and ente~ed."
"That was right."
"We looked everywhere, but not a soul could we find."
"I-rm. He must have gone upstairs into the house above
the basement."
"So we thought, and we went upstairs and searched the
house thoroughly, sir."
"'And failed to find the prisoner?"
"Yes; he was not there, and the people said he had not been
seen ..,
"Humph! Do you think they told the truth?"
"I am inclined to think that they did. They said that the
basement was not in use, and that the rebel must have gone
right on through and out by way of the rear door."
··Did you go out that way and search for him?"
'·Yes, sir."
··And found no signs of him, eh?"
'·None, sir."
The Tory frowned and looked thoughtfully at the fioor. '"T'h is ls bad," he said; "it certa1nly must have been through
gross carelessness that the prisoner was permitted to escape."
The soldier looked frightened. ·
'·Well, sir, the two who h-ad hold of him might have held
tighter, sir, but no one was thinking of such a thing as that
he would try to escape."
"I suppose not."
Then the Tory summoned a servant, and, after having
written a note, gave it to the servant and told him to carry
it to the British headquarters and hand it to General Howe.
The man departed at once, and then Henry Thurwald
CHAPTER V.
turned to the messenger and said:
"You may go, but be sure you keep a sharp lookout for the
A DANGEROUS SITUATION.
rebel. You might run across him on the streets."
"True; I'll keep a sharp lookout, sir."
Dick and the girl looked about them for some place of conThen he saluted and withdrew.
cealment.
There was none.
Meanwhile, what of Dick?" •
The attic was bare.
While the soldiers were standing at the bar, drinking, laljghDick felt for his weapons; they were not there.
ing and joking, their attention was off him', and he was looking
The redcoats had removed his weapons at the time they
around, with the thought that he might ma;ii:e a bolt and had made him a prisoner.
try to escape, when suddenly he saw the door at the rear · . He was unarmed and if the newcomer was a redcoat and had
-0f the room open slowly and cautiously.
weapons, the youth would be at his mercy.
When it was half-way open Dick saw a girl of perhaps sevHe clenched his hands and waited.
The steps presently sounded on the landing, and then the
enteen years standing there.
She took in the scene with a quick, sweeping glance, and door ' was opened and a head was projected into the room.
The head was covered by a shock of bushy hair, and the face
then beckoned to Dick.
He was ready to take any chances, and at once walked was covered by a stubby ·beard; the eyes were little and cunquickly and softly to the doorway. The girl stepped aside, ning.
.
and Dick passed through, after which the girl closed the door.
The owner of the head nodded and grinned in a triumphant
"This way, quick!" she whispered, and she opened th.e door manner.
on the left and half-pushed Dick through into the room be"I seen ye! " he ejaculated; "I seen ye, Lottie, an' I'm go in'
yond.
ter go down an' tell ther sojers thet ther rebel is in ther
attic!"
'fben she closed and bolted the door.
"You mustn't do it, Ike!" the girl cried.
A narrow stairway led upward from this room, and the
"Yes, I mus', an' I'm goin' right down an' tell 'em now."
girl pulled Dick toward the stairway.
'Dick understood the matter: The fellow was a Tory, and
"Unfasten my wrists, miss," said Dick.
"Alter we get to a safe place; come along," was the reply. unless he could be prevented, would go down and tell where
Dick went along without more words, and they were soon the esca,ped prisoner was.
Dick acted instantly.
•
upstairs.
He leaped forward and made a grab at I_ke.
1'hey moved along a hallway till they came to the entl.
He- did not succeed in getting hold of the fellow. Ike dodged
Here the girl opened another door, and disclosed a narrow
_back and jerked the door shut; but he moved so quickly that
stairway leading up into what was evidently the attic.
"Qaieh:, sir!" whispered the girl, motioning to the stairs, he stepped back into the stairway and lost his balance and
and at the same time giving a quick, backward glance along fell, going bumpety-bump down the stairs. He gave utterance to some wild howls of pain and fright, and presently
t:rn- hall.
It ·.vas evident that she feared . discovery, and so Dick landed at the bottom with a thud.
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Dick leaped forward, jerked the door open and ran hastily
"I don't trust him fully, Miss Lottie," he said; "I'm afraid
down the stairs.
that we have made a mistake In Jetting him go."
Ike was just scrambling to his feet; he had not been seri"Do •you think so?"
ously injured by the fall.
"I do."
Dick caught him by the coat collar and jerked him to his
"I will slip downstairs and keep an eye on him."
feet.
"That will be a good plan."
Ike was just opening his mouth to emit a yell for help when
"And if he plays us false, I will come up and let you know."
Dick caught him by the throat and choked the yell off most
"Thanks, Miss Lottie."
effectually.
The girl left the attic and hastened downstairs.
"No, you don't," the youth said, grimly; "you have already
She made her way to the door that opened into the barr.o om
made too much noise, and I am not going to let you make any and opened it slightly and looked into the rooni.
more.'"
The five soldiers were" there, drinking, and they did not
Then he almost dragged the fellow up the stairs and into the evince any disposition to leave; they seemed to be bent -0n
attic, the girl -closing the door after listening a few moments getting gloriously drunk.
to ascertain whether or not any one had heard Ike.
Ike was there, serving drinks and making himself useful,
No sound came to her hearing, and she closed the door, a to Mr. Norton, who was behind the bar.
relieved look on her face.
·
Lottie watched him closely.
Dick was choking his captive, and the fellow was already
She was a.bout to close the door and go away, feeling sure,
almost black in the face. • '
that Ike was going to keep his promise, when she saw him1
"Who is he?" asked Dick.
look furtively toward her father and then say something to
"Ike Mogg. He helps father in the barroom and about the one of the soldiers. The latter listened with eager interest
tavern."
and then nodded.
"A Tory, eh?"
· Presently he got up and called his four companions to one1·
"Yes."
side and talked to them in .a low voice.
"What shall I .do with liim?"
Lottie understood the matter. Ike had told the redcoat
"I don't know; if you aren't careful, though, you'll choke that the rebel was in the attic.
him to death, won't you?"
"They will be going up there right away," the girl told herThe victim began gurgling and gasping at a great rate.
helf; "I must hasten back and warn Mr. Slater."
Dick bent over and said:
Just as she was about to close- the door and hasten away she
"If I stop choking you, will you agree not to yell?"
heard one of the redcoats say:
,
The fellow nodded his head feebly in assent.
"Hey, landlord, I just happened to think that the rebel who
Dick at once released the fellow's throat and permitted him escaped a while ago may be somewhere in the tavern, and I
to get his breath.
guess we will search the building."
Ike gasped like a fish out of water and finally got his breath
"All right; go along and search it," replied Mr. Norton.
and began breathing in a normal manner.
Of course, he did not know that the youth was s~ill in the
He sat on the floor and looked at Dick with wonder and
respect in his eyes. Occasionally he felt of his throat as if to building, and he supposed that the search would amount to
nothing.
assure himself that it was all there.
"Come along, comrades," said the redcoat.
"Say, whut makes ye so strong in yer fingers?" he asked,
He turned toward the door as he spoke. The door was
presently.
closed, for Lottie had closed it the instant she heard him say
"It is just ·natural," replied Dick.
"Waal, all I hev ter say is thet ye hev ther orfullest grip they were going to search the building, and she was now
hastening upstairs with all the speed possible.
uv enny feller whut I ever run ercrost, an' thet's er fack."
She was soon in the attic.
'
"Is that so?"
Dick knew something was wrong the instant he saw her,
"Yaas; I tell ye I thort thet I wuz a goner. Et felt jes' like
and he readily guessed what it was.
my neck wuz goin' ter be pinched orf."
"Ike didn't keep his promise!" the girl exclaimed; "he told
"Well, it would not be a difficult matter for me to wring
the redcoats that you are here and they are going to search
your neck."
the building. They will be up here right away."
The fellow made a wry face.
"I wonder if I could get downstairs and out before they
"I guess ez how thet's so," he agreed.
"And I will wring it if you don't agree not to tell that I begin the search?" asked Dick.
"No, for-listen! They are coming upstairs now!"
am here."
· Dick glanced around him like an animal at bay.
"I'll agree ter et, mister."
Suddenly he noticed a scuttle-hole in the roof. It was in
"You had better d.o so."
"Yes Ike " said Lottie· "if you tell that he is up here the slanting portion and within easy reach. He quickly unfastened the hooks that held the cover in place and then
father 'will discharge you.'"
pushed it back.
"All right, Miss Lottie; I won' tell."
"I will climb out on the roof and you refasten the hooks
Dick looked at the girl questioningly.
·"Will he k eep his word?" he asked; "or ,had we better make after I put the cover back in place, Miss Lottie," he whispered.
him a prisoner and hold him here?"
"Very well, Mr. Slater."
"I guess he will keep his promise; won't y.ou, Ike?"
There was no time for parleying.
"Uv course I wull, Lottie. I don' wanter lose my place."
Dick drew himself up through the opening and climbed out
"I thought as much; well, you will surely lose your place if
onto the roof. Then he replaced the cover and heard the
you as much as hint that any one is in the attic."
girl fasten the hooks.
"I'll keep mum, Lottie. "
"I hope that the redcoats won't suspect that' she has been ·
"Are the soldiers down in the barroom yet?" asked Dick.
aiding me," thought Dick.
"Thev wuz theer when I came upstairs. "
He placed his ear down close to the cover and listened.
"Weli, you go down and watch, and when they have gone
He heard the girl leave the attic and close the door.
come• up and let us know."
"Perhaps she will get down in time to avoid meeting the
"All -right," said Ike, with alacrity.
redcoats," he told himself.
He scrambled hastily to his feet.
Dick confronted him.
He looked around him. Everywhere were the roofs of
He placed his hands on the fellow's shoulders and. looked houses. 1* got a 'g limpse of Broadway two or three blocks
him straight in the eyes.
away and could see the people walking along, looking like
"Listen to me, Ike," he said, sternly and impressively; "if pygmies.
you try to play us false, if you utter a word to let the redcoats
Presently he heard sounds underneath him, and again placed
know that I am up here, I will kill you! Do you understand?" his ear down against the cover over the opening.
"Yaas, I unnerstan'."
He heard voices and knew that the redcoats were in the
attic.
·
"And you will be careful?"
He was able to understand what was sail
"I will."
"All right; you may go.,.
"There's no one here," he heard one say. ·
Ike lost no time, but went at once.
'That's right; the girl told the truth," from .a nother.
There was such a peculiar-, significant look on the fellow's
"And the rascal down ili the barroom lied to us," from a
face as he disappeared through the doorwaw that Dick'!j sus- third.
Dicions were aroused.
"Perh!'.ps not," in still aonther voice; "the rebel may have
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been here and may have found out that we were coming and
went out. He might be on the roof."
Dick's heart sank when he heara this remark.
"They'll find me, sure!" he told himself. Unarmed as he
was, what could h!;l do against half a dozen redcoats with pistols in theii' hands?
Nothing whatever.
The only thing he could do, so far as he could see, would be
to surrender.
·
"But how would he get out on the roof and leave the cover
of the scuttle-hole fastened on the under side?" asked one.
Dick's heart rose when he heard this. He thought it possible that this would settle the matter in the minds of the
soldiers and that they would take it for granted that he was
not on the roof and would not take the trouble to look there
for him.
False hope! Another spoke up with the words:
•
"You forget the girl we saw down in the hallway. I'm sure
she came from the attic, and she may have hooked it after
the rebel climbed out on the roof."
"That's so," said another; "we'll have a look, at any rate."
Then Dick heard some one unfastening the hooks.
Dick thought rapidly.
What should he do? What could he do?
If he could keep the redcoats from getting the cover off he
might be saved from capture.
'fhis gave him an idea. Why might he not sit on the cover
and hold it down with such force that the redcoats would
think it was fastened in some way, or had got tight from lack
of use and go away without trying to force it open.
This was worth trying at any rate, and he at once took a
seat on the cover and bore down with all his might.
He felt the force of a pressure from underneath, but his
weight was too much for the redcoats, who could not budge
the cover.
"Tho thing's stuck," said one; "there has been nobody
through that hole in this many a day."
"We don't know that," was the reply; "come, lend a hand,
a r.c·..1ple of you, and we will push the cover off."
Then Dick felt the force of a push that was two or three
umes as strong as the first one had been. He managed to resist successfully, however.
The redcoats became angered and gave utterance to exclamations of rage.
"Now, all together," cried a voice; "off with the blasted
thing!"
The whole five must have placed their hands against the
cover and pushed suddenly and with all their might, for the
cover, in spite of Dick's efforts to hold it in place, was forced
oft so suddeul'.v and strongly that Dick was sent headfirst
off the roof.
Over and over he went, and after him came the cover.

CHAPTER VI.
A LUCKY DROP.

The sensation that came over Dick was anything but a pleasant one.
The thought flashed through his mind that he would surely
lose his life.
He supposed that he would fall clear to the ground and be
crushed to a shapeless mass.
But such was not to be his fate.
The building that adjoined the tavern was a story and a
half high, being a full story lower than the building Dick
had fallen from, and the youth struck on the sloping roofon bis feet, luckily-and slid downward, to the edge, where
he managed to get sufficient hold with his toes so that he was
enabled to stay his descent ~nd keep from going over and
down to the ground.
There was a scuttle-hole near where Dick was, and he managed to reach it and get hold of the cover.
He pulled on the cover and, to his joy, it opened; it was
not fastened underneath.
He climbed through the opening and lowered himself into
the attic. He looked upward, btit did not see any of the redcoats.
This was fortunate, and he quickly replaced the cover over
the scuttle-hole and fastened it.
He felt reasonably safe now.
He did not believe that the redcoats knew where he was; indeed, he doubted if they even knew of a certainty that he had

been on the roof of the other building. They had pushed the
youth, scuttle-cover and all off, but they might have supposed
that the cover was stuck tight and that there was no one
there.
The question with Dick was, how was he to get out of the
house he was in?
He gave the matter considerable thought, and at last decided that it would be best to wait till dark before trying to
leave the building; not only would he have a better chance to
get out of the building without being seen, but he would not
be so likely to be seen and recognized when he appeared upon
the street.
"It will be dark in an hour or so," said the youth to himself; "and then I can get out and away, I am certain."
He made up his mind to take it as easy as possible, so he
sat down.
He looked at his hands somewhat ruefully; they had been
skinned somewhat by striking on the roof, and the fingers
were bleeding, having been lacerated- when he was clutching
at the s!;lingles in an effort to stay his ascent and keep from
going off the roof.
His knees were sore, too, and he doubted not that they were
skinned.
"I haNe nothing to complain of, though," he told himself;
"I was lucky to escape with my life."
Slowly the time rolled away.
Dick was a youth who liked action. He was never satisfied
when stress of circumstances forced him to be idle and inactive.
Things had been lively, though, however, so that he could
well afford to take it easy a while.
At last it began to grow dark in the attic.
This was proof that night was drawing on.
Dick began figuring on trying to get out of the house.
He went to the door that opened upon the stairway leading
down from the attic, and, opening it, listened intently.
He could hear no sound that indicated the presence of any
one upstairs, and so he passed through the doorway and made
his way down the stairs to the landing below.
He listened at this door and, hearing nothing, he opened it
slowly and carefully.
He looked out. It was not fully dark and he could see along
the hall; but no one was in sight.
"It is too light yet, however," thought Dick; "I must wait
till it gets darker."
So he closed the door and went up to the attic.
He waited nearly an hour. It was now so dark that he could
hardly see his hand before his face.
He went out of the attic and again opened the door and
looked out into the hall.
.
All was darkness; and there was no sound to indicate the
presence of any one.
Just as Dick was about to step out into the hall, however,
he heard footsteps and voices.
He stepped back and closed the door, excepting for a small
crack.
Then he stood there listefl.ing.
He peered out through the crack and managed to get a look
at the newcomers.
.
He saw that they were British officers, one a colonel, the
other a captain. One carried a candle.
"They paused In front of a door about fifteen feet down the
hall from where Dick stood, and the colonel unlocked the door
and both entered. They closed the door and the murmur of
their voices came to Dick's ears.
He waited a few moments and then , stepped out into the
hall. It was his idea that he might learn something of Interest and value if he could overhear what the two officers
were saying. In the privacy of their room they might tal'k o'f
the plans of their commander-in-chief, and that was what
Dick wished to learn. It was for this that he had come down
into the great city.
/
He stole along the hall, and when he came to the door he
paused and listened.
He placed his ear to the keyhole and could hear and under.
stand what was said.
The two officers were indeed talking of the plans of their
commander-in-chief and Dick listened with eager interest.
He could smell the odor of burning tobacco, and knew' that
the two were smoking and talking in comfort, little thinking
that a patriot spy was listening to their conversation.
Dick heard them talking about an attack that was to be
made on the patriots on Harlem Heights. The exact date of
the attack, he learned, had not yet been decided upon, but it
was to be within tho next fortnight.

I
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This was information that was well worth while having, and
Dick congratulated himself on his good fortune in having accidentally dropped-almost literally speaking-into the house.
Dick listened there at the keyhole for nearly half an hour,
and then he heard one say that it was supper time.
Then he heard them stirring, and he stole to the door leading to the attic stairway, and, passing through, closed the
door, all save a small crack.
He saw the two officers come out of the room. The colonel,
as before, carried the candle, and he locked the door, after
which they moved along the hall and went downstairs.
When they were gone Dick fell to thinking. One thing he
had heard them talking about had interested him greatly.
This was regarding papers of importance which the colonel
was to receive within three days, and which he was to hand
to General Howe. The papers were to come from a leading
Tory over in New Jersey, and they· would contain matter
which, if General Washington could secure it, would be of
great importance and valuE.. to him.
Dick was now figuring .on returning and securing those papers.
Dr how was he to accomplish this. The probabilities were
that tile messenger from the New Jersey Tory would bring
papers and deliver them to the colonel, who would immediateiy tl,!ke them to the commander-in-chief of the British
army. So in order to be sure of getting a chance to secure
the papers it would be nece&sary to be on hand constantly
and keep a close espionage upon the movements of the colonel.
Dick could hardly expect to do this alone, as he would have
to sleep some of the time. He would need some· one to assist
him, and he decided to go back to the patriot encampment on
Harlem Heights and return with a comrade. They would have
to bring food and water with them, too, for they might have to
remain in the attic several days.
Having settled this matter In his mind, Dick decided to
make the attempt to get out of the house.
He made his way along the hall to the opposite end from
that toward which the two officers had gone. He tried a couple
of doors and found a stairway leading to the ground floor.
He lnade his way down this stairway and landed in a small
room that was, so he judged, ~lose to the kitchen, for he could
detect the odor of food that had been cooked. He was hungry
and it smelled good, but he had no time to stop and try to secure something to eat; he must get out of the house.
He was moving slowly and carefully about, searching for the
door, when his foot struck against some projection on the
floor. He stooped down and felt of it and found that it was an
iron handle, such as were used on cellar-doors that lay fiat
with the floor.
The thought came to him at once that' this was the door
leading to the cellar, and he took hold of the iron handle and
pulled.
His conjecture was right; the door came open.
It was so dark that he could not see anything, but he had no
difficulty in feeling his way down the cellar-steps. As he
went down he lowered the door until it came back down into
place.
When he reached the floor of the cellar he began moving
about and fee ling along the walls, and presently he found a
door.
The door was bolted on the inside, so he pulled the bolt out
and placed it in his pocket.
"Perhaps they won't discover that the door is unbolted,"
he told himself; "and if they do and cannot find the bolt they
may not think to fasten it, and in that case, it will be easy
for Bob and I to enter when we come back here."
He passed through the doorway and closed the door, after
which he mounted the steps and lifted the outside cellar-door.
He stood there listening.
He did not hear anything to indicate that any one was In
the vicinity, and so he stepped out into the back yard and
closed the cellar-door very carefully, so as to avoid making
any noise.
Then he crossed the yard, climbed the fence and walked up
the alley to the street. Hei·e he got his bearings and made
his way in the direction of the livery-stable where he had left
his horse.
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He decided to risk it, however. It was not likely that the
staoleman would hear the news, as he would not be out on
the streets ..
Presently Dick reached the stable.
Entering, he found the stableman lying stretched out on
a bench.
"I'll take my horse now, I guess," said Dic)r.
"All right."
The man got up and bridled and blanketed Dick's horse 'and
led him to the entrance.
"How much do I owe you?" asked Dick.
Tbe man named a price and Dick l)aid it. Then he mounted
and rode out of the stable and away.
The Liberty Boy decided not to risk Broadway this time.
It was thronged with people, and among them might be some
who witnessed the scene of the afternoon when he entered
the city. If so, then they would recognize him and he would
be captured.
The only thing to do was to keep on the l:lide-streets, and
this Dick did.
He finally reached the Common and rode across it.
As he was n earing the entr,ance to the Bloomingdale road
he was challenged:
"Halt! vVho comes there?"
Instead of stopping and answering the challenge, Dick urged
his horse forward at a gallop.
The youth lay forward upon Napoleon Bonaparte's neck,
so as to escape damage if the sentinel fired.
This was a wise precaution, for the redcoat did fire.
Crack! went his musket.
Tbe bullet whi11tled past Dick's head.
He judged that had he been sitting erect, he would have
been struck by the bullet.
Dick could just make out the form of a sentinel, and noted
that the fellow had to leap to ,one side to keep from being run
over by the horse.
Then they were past the sentinel and going swiftly up the
road.
The redcoat yelled at the top of his voice, and his yells and
the sound of the musket-shot speedily brought a lot of people
to the spot. They did not have horses, however, so a pursuit
was out of the question.
Dick rode onward at a gallop, and after a ride of an hour
and a half, arrived at the patriot encampment on Harlem
Heights.
Dick went at once to headquarters and was conducted to
the room occupied by the commander-in-chief. Having announced Dick, the orderly withdrew.
General Washington was up yet. In those times . he often
remained up till after midnight, pondering, thinking hard,
trying to figure out some way of circumventing the enemy.
He was glad to see Dick.
He gave the youth a cordial greeting.
"You made a quick trip of it, Dick, my boy," he said. "Am
I right in surmising that you have secured some information?"
"Yes, your excellency," replied Dick; "I have secured some
information."
"Let me know what it is at once."
"Very well, sir." And Dick told what he had heard the
two officers say.
General Washington listened with interest.
When Dick had finished the commander-in-chief dropped his
eyes to the floor and gave himself up to deep thought.
"So the British are going to make an attack on us within
the fortnight?" he remarked, presently. "Well, we will try
to be ready for them, thanks to the fact that we know what Is
coming."
Dick said nothing; he realized that the commander-in-chief
was talking more to himself than to his young companion.
The great man was silent for a few minutes, thinking, and
then he said:
"You say that the British colonel spoke of some pap'...,
which he is expecting from over in New Jersey, Dick?"
"Yes, your excellency."
"Do you think that you could secure those papers?"
"I am ready to make the attempt, sir."
"I would like to have you do so; but it will be dangerous for
you to venture down in Gotham, now that you have become
CHAPTER VII.
know'n there."
BA.CK IN THE GREAT OITY.
"True; but I have no fears, sir. I will dress differently next
As Dick neared the stable he wondered it the stableman had time."
learned that he was a patriot spy.
"That will be a good plan, and then you will not be likely ·
"If so, it will be dangerous for me to go there for my to be recognized."
horse, " he told himself.
"So I think. sir."
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"Very good; do you go ahead with your affair, Dick, and if
Then they moved slowly and cautiously across the Comyou can succeed in securing those papers you will be doing a mon.
good thing for the great cause, I am sure, for I feel that the
They did• not head toward Broadway, as it was lighted up
papers in question will contain much valuable information." to such an extent that they would be seen and might be
"I judge that'they will be of value to you, sir."
· arrested by some of the British. It was Dick's wish to avoid
"How are you going to go about trying to secure the pa- being seen.
·
pers?" the general asked.
They entered a street several blocks away from Broadway
Dick told him.
and made their way down it. There were scarcely any lights
"I think your plan is a good one," said the commander-in- on this street, and the youths were shielded from observation
chief; "but you will have to be very . careful or you will be by the darkness.
'discovered and captured."
At last Dick turned into the alley and Bob followed without
"We will exercise all possible care, sir."
a word. He knew that Dick knew the way.
They talked the matter over at some length and then Dick
When they were about half-way up the alley Dick paused
bade the commander-in-chief good-night, saluted and took and whispered:
his departure.
"We will have to climb this fence; there is no gate."
He at once went to the headquarters occupied by the Liberty
They climbed the fence and then Dick led the way across
Boys.
the backyard to the cellar-door.
These consisted of a company of youths of about Dick's own
He lifted the cellar-door and went down the steps. Bob
age.
,
·
was close at his heels.
They were lively, jolly youths, ·and were great fighters.
Dick tried the door at the foot of the steps. To his joy it
They had already distinguished themselves, and they had been was not fastened.
in the patriot army only a few months. ~ick was their capThe owner of the ·house had not discovered that the cellartain, and he was loved by all the youths.
door was unfastened.
They were eager to hear about Dick's adventures down in
Dick whispered to Bob to close the upper door, and he did
the great city, and he told the story as briefly as possible.
so.
•
"I am going back," he said in conclusio.n ; "and I want you
Then they entered the cellar, and Dick closed the door and
to go with me, Bob."
led the way across the cellar.
Bob Elstabrook was a first lieutenant and was always glad to
They ascended the stairs, and Dick raised the door; the
be called on to help Dick.
next moment they were in the little room from which the
"And we are to go down into Gotham, eh, Dick? " Bob ex- stairs led to the second floor.
claimed, his eyes shining with delight.
They closed • the door and then mounted the stairs; th'ey
"Yes, Bob."
·
moved slowly and cautiously by, for they did not wish to be
"When are we to go?"
discovered.
"Right away; as soon as we can get ready."
Presently · they were standing in the hall, and Dick led the
"Then we are to go to-night, eh?"
way to the door that opened upon the stairs leading up into
"Yes, in matters of this kind, the more prom-pt one is, the the attic.
better it is; and, too, there are other reasons why it is deHe opened this door and passed through, Bob following.
sirable that we shall go at once. One is, that by doing so· Then they made their way up into the attic and proceeded to
we may be able to get into the house where the officers have unburden themselves of the bag of food and canteens of water.
their rooms by entering through the cellar."
This done, Dick whispered:
·
Bob was only too glad to go at once. This suited him ex"Now we are all right, Bob."·
actly.
.
· "Yss, Dick; at any rate we got here safely."
"What do we have to do in way ,o f preparation, Dick?" he. They talked a few minute.s in cautious whispers, and then
added.
Dick said:
"Well, we may have to stay in the house in _question three ' "I'll go down and listen at the door of the room occupied
or four days, so the thing for us to do is to take plenty of food by .the British colonel. There might be something going on
and water with us. Then we will be in a ·position to take there in the way of a conference between officers and Tories,
things easy and remain quietly in hiding in the attic."
and in that case I would learn something of interest."
Bo'b shook his head.
"That's so, Dick."
·
"That's the one · feature of the affair that I don't fancy,"
The youth went down the steps and out into the hall. He
he said; "I am not much of a hand to remain cooped up. I moved along the hall till he c~e to the door of the colonel's
think that I shall do a little in the way of moving about on room.
the streets, old fellow."
Here Dick paused and listened.
";you will have to be very careful, Bob."
He could hear no sound, nor. was there any light to be seen
"Oh, I'll be careful."
shining underneath the door or through the keyhole.
The youths tallrnd a while and then Dick and Bob began
"He is in bed and asleep, I judge," thought the youth.
making their arrangements for~he trip they were to make.
He turned and started to go back to the stairway leading
The:r were not long in doing this.
to the attic when he heard the colonel's door open.
When they had made their arrangements the matter of
Dick flattened himself against the wall and stood motionhow they were to go to the city came up. It was decided less and scarcely breathing.
·
that a couple of the youths should accompany them 'to within
There was a brief period of silence, and the youth heard
a mile of the city, and that then Dick and Bob would dis- a voice say:
mount and walk the rest of the way, while their two comrades
"I was sure I heard some one at my door."
would take the horses back to the encampment.
A little 'later the four Liberty Boys set out.
They rode southward till they were within n mile of the
Common and then stopped.
CHAPTER VIII.
Dick and Bob dismounted, bade their comrades good-by- and
then walked toward the city, while the other two turned and
AN OLD ACQUAINTANCE.
rode bac,k toward Harlem Heights.
Dick and Bob walked at a good pace till they were near the
Dick was on the anxious-seat.
Common. Then they slackened their speed and moved slowly
It would be bad indeed if the British officer was to discover
and cautiously.
his presence there.
They knew that there would be sentinels to pass, 'a~d they
It might interfere with Dick's plans, for it would in all
wish ed to pass them without being discovered, if J:!Uch· a thing probability make it impossible for himself and comrade to
was oossible.
remain in the house.
Presently they succeeded· in locating a sentinel.
He remained perfectly quiet, however, and after listening
Now the thing was to get past him.
a few moments the colonel went back into the room and
This. was not so difficult at this hour of the night as it closed the door.
would have been ~arlier, for the sentinel now on duty
Dick breathed a sigh of relief.
had been aroused from his sleep to take his place, and he was
He stole along the hall to the doorway leading to the attic
still Gleepy. He tramped his beat, true, but it was in a me- stairs, and was soon back in the attic with Bob.
ch anical fashion, and he was, in fact,. about half asleep.
"What was the trouble down there, Dick?" asked Bob; "I
'?his ::n.a,de it a comparatively easy matter for the two Lib- thought I heard a voice."
·
e;·ty bo~·s to slip past him.
·
Dick told him.
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"Jove, the colonel must have good ears!" said Bob.
"Yes; I am glad that I have found it out, for now I will
be very careful when I am spying around this door."
Dick had bolted the door at the foot of the stairs, and so
now he and Bob Jay down and went to sleep.
They slept soundly till morning, and then they ate their
breakfast, which consisted of cold meat and bread and water.
They remained quietly In the attic till noon, and, after they
had eaten their dinner, Bob became restless.
Dick noticed It and smiled.
"What's the matter, Bob?" he asked.
"I am feeling like a fish out of water, Dick. It is hard
to be cooped up."
"I thought that was what alled you."
"Yes; say, Dick."
"Well?"
"Let .me get out upon the street."
Dick looked thoughtful.
"I am not .known to any of the redcoats, you know, Dick,
and so I won't be in any danger of being captured."
'·But you may be seen while leaving or entering the house;
and you might be seen by some one in the house, which would
be bad for our plans."
"Well, I'll die if I don't get out in the open air a little while,
old man."
Dick smiled.
.
"I don't think it is so bad as that, Bob; but you may go.
Be very careful, though."
"I will."
"Bo1"s face shone with delight. It was plain that he was
eager to get out and away. '
He was cautious, for be had promised Dick that he would
be.
He was soon down the stairs and in the little room in which
was the cellar-door; this Bob opened, and a minute later was
crossing the cellar.
He made his way out and up the cellar-steps. Before
emerging he took a survey of the surroundings.
The.te was no one in sight in the backyard, and Bob stepped
forth from the cellar-way and made his way across the yard
to the fence. He glanced back toward the house, but did not
see any one at the windows, so judged that he bad not been
seen.
He climbed the fence and walked down the alley. When
he came to the street he turned up It and was soon on Broadway.
Bob's face shone with delight. His eyes glowed. He was in
his element now; he was a youth who loved action. He was
full of animal spirits.
He mingled with the crowds that thronged Broadway, and
elbowed his way along in an independent manner that was
characteristic of him.
He paused occasionally to look Into the shop-windows, and
then would move on again, happy as could be.
Presently he beard a cry of "Fire! Fire!" and with scores
of others he ran in the direction of it.
It was only three blocks toward the Hudson River to where
the burning building stood. It was frame, two and a half stories
high, and it was evident that it would be impossible to save it.
A fire company was at work, but the bucketfuls of water
that were thrown on the flames did not seem to have any
effect whatever.
\'i.hile some of the firemen were canying and throwing water
on the flames others were carrying furniture out of the house.
It was supposed that everybody was out of the building, but
suddenly a girl of perhaps sixteen years appeared at an upstairs window and called for help.
"Save me! Save me!" she cried, and she held out her hands
pleadingly.
Some of the firemen tried to put a ladder up and get at
the girl, but the flames burst out through a lower window
and it was impossible to do this.
"Help me!" the girl cried; "will no one save me?"
•
Bob looked about him at the firemen.
"Won't some of you men go in and bring her out?" he asked.
They shook their heads.
·
·•It's as much as a man's life is worth to go in there," said
one.
"It's sure death!" from another.
"And you are going to let the girl burn to death?" cried
Bob, indignantly.
"I don't see what good it would do her for some of us to
go in and be burned to death with her." said one fireman, dognillY.

'
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"Why don't you go in and save her yourself?" said another,
in a sneering voice:
"Give me your helmet and I will!" cried Bob.
The fireman banded it to the youth without a word, but
with a sarcastic smile on his face. Evidently he thought the
youth would back out when it came to the test.
He did not know Bob Estabrook, how~er. That youth did
not know the meaning of the word fear, and then, too, he was
headstrong and impetuous and not at all given to counting
the cost.
Bob threw his own hat on the ground, clapped the helmet
on bis head, and made a dash for the doorway.
Stop him!" cried the fire chief; "he will be burned to- death,
sure!"

•

A couple of the firemen made a grab at Bob,. but did not
succeed in getting hold of him.
Before they could grab a second time he had passed them
and had leaped headfirst through the doorway, across which
flames were playing.
·
As he disappeared from sight groans and cheers went np
from the crowd-groans from those who thought they would
never see the youtli again, and cheers from those who appreciated his bravery.
Plunging Into the burning building was indeed a daring and
desperate thing to do, ]}ut it was characteristic of Bob. It
was just what might have been expected of him.
He plunged ahead till he came to the stairway, and he ran
to this through the smoke, holding his breath as best he could.
When he reached the second floor he made his way along till
he came to a door. This he opened, and through the smoke he
made out the form of the girl at the window.
Gasping for breath, he made his way to the girl's side and
caught her by the arm, at the same time saying:
"Corne with me, miss; I will save you!"
The room was filled with smoke, and it was a difficult matter to breathe; then, too, the crackling of the flames and the
shouting of the· firemen made so much noise that Bob had to
shout In order to make the girl understand him. And now,
to make it worse, she fainted.
Bob realized that there was only one thir,« to do. He must
carry the girl out of the building.
He lifted her and moved across the floor. He was almost
suffocated, and staggered as he went.
He managed to reach the doorway and get through it into
the hall.
He staggered onward, and presently reached the head of
the stairs. Down these he went slowly, staggering, gasping
for breath and inhaling smoke instead of air.
How he ever managed to reach the bottom of the stairs
without falling Bob never knew, but be did manage it, and
the next moment.he plunged through the doorway, and with
the unconscious girl in his arms fell headlong to the ground
all but unconscious himself.
.
The firemen seized both and carried them to a place of
safety, and water was thrown on them to extinguish the fire,
where their clothing had ignited.
A great cheer went up from the crowd when the youth and
the girl put in an appearance.
Scarcely one in the whole crowd but what had thought that
the youth would not only fail to save the girl, but would lose
his own life as well. So now, when he appeared, carrying the
girl, they cheered him loudly.
Bob was up in a few moments, seemingly as good as new;
he had received a few burns, but nothing serious.
The girl had received a few burns also, but nothing dangerous; she had been given a terrible scare, bcwever, and this
shocked he1· to such an extent that .it was some time before
they could bring her back to consciousness.
Meanwhile, the building collapsed with a great crash, and
a shudder went over the crowd as its members thought of the
fate that would have overtaken the girl but for the bravery
of the youth.
A great crowd was around Bob, asking him his name and
where be lived, etc. He answered as best he could, and all
the time he was wondering how he was going to get away unnoticed. The one thing that he did not want to do-i. e.,
attract attention to himself-he had done, and now he was
trying to figure out some way to get away from the crowd.
This was going to be very difficult, for the people were bent
on making a hero of him.
The parents of the girl whose life Bob had saved came and
thanked him earnestly and sincerely, and as soon as the girl
herself was able to sit up she insisted that the youth should
come and lei her thank him.
Amy ·woolson was the girl'>: name, and Bob gave b.is own
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111ame when asked what it was, for he felt sure that there was
!no one in the great city who had ever heard of him.
Bob remained in the vicinity of the burned building quite
a .while, but at -last managed to dodge into the crowd and get
away.
·
1 "T1:Jere
was altogether too much not-0riety there to suit me,"
he told himself; "I ·don't want the eyes of everybbdy on •me,
for I am a patriot and am here on a· secret errand. I must
keep moi:e in tho bacl;:ground."
He '?'a~ - jlOOn back on Broadway, and enjoyed walking along
the street and mingling with the crowds. Every once in a
while, however, he was seen by some one who had seen his
brave action at the fire and was pointed out, much to his dis(:omfiture. For Bob was as modest as he was brave.
Bob remained on the streets till evening, and then went into
a restaurant fo get his supper. He gave a waiter his order,
and while waiting for his supper to be brought to him he
Jooked around him with interest.
Suddenly he gave a start and turned his head away quickly.
Coming into the restaurant was a Tory youth whom Bob had
known all his life. The youth's name was Joe Scroggs,' and
he lived only a mile or so from Bob's home up in Westchester
bounty. With .Toe were a couple of men,. who were strangers
to Bob. That they had seen him oefore was evidencei;l., how·
ever, when one caught sight of him, and exclaimed:
"Why, there's that young fellow Estabrook who acted the
hero at the. fire this afternoon!"
"Why, so it is!" said the other man. ·
Joe Scroggs gave Bob a glance and a fiendish look of triumph appeared on his face as he cried:
"Yes, thet's Bob Estabrook, an' one uv ther biggest rebels
theer is in the country! 1He's one uv them , fellers whut they
talls Tb.er Liberty Boys uv Seventy-six!"

CHAPTER IX.
KIDNAPED.

Bob had one characteristic that ' sometimes got him into
trouble. He was given to acting first and then stopping to
lhink about it afterward.
·
He acted now instantly.
He. did not say a word, but leaped up and .gave Joe Scroggs
a blow between the eyes that lu;wcke.d him down and caused
him · to see more stars than he had ever witnessed before at
bne time in his life.
The two men uttered exclamations of amazement.
"That young scoundrel lied just now," said Bob; "and I
would stay and prove it to you, but .I have an appointment
ll.nd must be there right away, so will bid you good-evening."
Then he walked out of the restaurant as 'nonchalantly as
though he had not done anything to occasion excitement or
comment, leaving the proprietc.r and waiters to :(ind out what
the trouble was from Joe Scroggs and his companions.
The moment he was out of doors Bob J;:tastened up .the street.
"They will come out and give chase likely," he thought.
He kept glancing back, and presently saw Joe ~croggs and
his two companions come rushing forth from the restaurant.
They looked down and then up the street, and then came running after him.
"I guess they have seen me," thought Bob; "well, I'll have
to run for it, I guess. "
And run he did.
He attracted the attention of the pedestrians, and they
stared at him wonderingly and somewhat suspiciously.
Ono or two tried to bar his way, but he cried out that he
!was going for a doctor, and for them to not hinder him, and
they got out of the way.
He turned down the first side-street he came to, and thert
ran at the top of his speed.
Joe Scroggs a.nd his two companions were now yelling that
the fugitive was a rebel, and soon a crowd was after the fleeing
~outh.

Luckily it was now dark a·nd there were not many streetlamps on the street Bob was traversing. This would give
him a chance to dodge }).is pursuers.
·
On Bob ran .
Aftrr him came the yelling mob.
"Stop him! Stop him!" was the cry.
Ono man did attempt to stop him, but received a blow between the eyes that knocked him down.
'J'his did not delay the youth a11y to speak of.
Presently he turned down: a ,_side-street and ran in this di-
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rection a couple of blocks, after which he again turned and
ran a couple of blocks. He was now in the vicinity of the
house where Dick was stationed, and when he came to the
alley he turned up it.
It was dark in the alley, but he ran onward, and when he
came to the house in question he paused and climbed the
fence.
Just as h e did so he heard the shouting mob go racing past
the end of the alley.
Bob paused to get his breath. He was panting, but was, feeling pretty good, nevertheless.
·
"Now I wonder what that rascally Joe Scroggs is doing
down here in the city?" the youth asked himself.
Of oourse, he could not answer the question.
Presently he wa.s himself again, having regained his breath,
and then he moved slowly and cautiously across the yard.
He reached the cellar-way and opened the door and descended the steps.
He opened the door and passed into the cellar.
Having closed the door, he moved across the cellar and up
the steps leading to the room above.
,
He was very ca.reful and managed to get up into the attic
without being seen.
Dick was glad when Bob got there.
'"I have been uneasy, Bob," he said; "what kept you so
late?"
"Oh, I had some adventures," was the careless reply.
"I'll wager you did!"
"Yes, that i~ what I like, though."
"I know that, too. But what have you been up to?"
Bob told him the story of the fire and how he saved the
life of a girl.
"Th(lt is just like you, old fellow," said Dick. "You never
count the cost or talre ,stock of the damage when you make up
your mind to do a thing; and you are likely to make up your
mind very quickly sometimes."
"One has to make up his mind quickly sometimes."
"That's so." ·
Then Bob told a:bout his adventure in the restaurant when
Joe Scr( ;gs had put in ·an appearance.
"Joe Scroggs here in the city!" exclaimed Dick.
"Yes."
"I wonder what has brought him down here?"
"I don't know; he was with two men, however, and it is
possible that they are relatives."
"Yes, that is · possible."
The youths now turned their attention to the business that
had brought them to this place.
Have you seen anything of the Brftish officers?" asked Bob.
"No; they have been away all day."
"It is about time they -were coming to their rooms, don't you
think?"
"I do; I'll go down and take a look. They may be there
now."
Dick went out of the attic.
He was gone fifteen minutes, and when he returned he said:
"They're there."
"'Is that so, Dick?"
"Yes."
"Did you learn anything of interest?"
"No; except that the messenger has not yet appeared with
the papers."
.
"It is something to know that."
"So it is."
"If we stay here and watch closely we will probably be able
to get hold of the papers. "
"If the messenger should get here at night, Bob, we may
be able to secure the papers, for then the colonel would keep
them in his room till morning, I feel sure; but if the messenger should come in the daytime, the colonel would in all
probability take them to the commander-in-chief at once."
"True; well, I hope that the messenger will come at night."
"So do I."
T~y talked a few minutes and then Dick went back down
and listened at the door of· the colonel's room again.
He heard a few things that were of interest, but nothing of
very great importance. ·
·
He went back into the attic and then Bob went down and
listened at the door.
~
He went back presently and told Dick to lie ·down and go to
sleep.
"I will watch the first half of the night," he said, "and you
can watch the last half."
"All right, Bob; but if any one comes to the room, come and
wake me."
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"I will."
Dick lay down and was soon asleep, and Bob went down to
the foot of the attic: steps and sat there, watching through
the opening made by leaving the attic door partially ajar.
He watched till about two o'clock, and then woke Dick.
"I don't think there is much likelihood that the messenger
will come at this time of the night," said Dick; "but we must
not take anything for granted."
"That's right, Dick; General Washington has confidence In
us and we must ·prove that it is not misplaced."
"So we must."
No messenger put in an appearance that night, however.
They ate their frugal repast next morning, and then Dick
said:
"I believe that I will go out and get some fresh air and
exercise, Bob. You will stay here and watch the colonel's
room?"
"Of course, Dic,k. You will be back by noon, I suppose?"
"Yes, and you can take your outing this afternoon."
"All right."'
Dick then took his departure.
•He was careful and took his time and succeeded in getting
out -Of the house and away without having been seen by any
one.
·
'
He was out for air and exercise, as he had said, and so he
walked over toward the East River.
He was soon down on the wharf, and the busy scenes there
were of interest to him.
A schooner was getting ready to sail and Dick stood looking
at the sailors at work. A big, red-faced mate was standing
on deck,' issuing orders in a voice that could be heard on the
farther side of the river.
Pr'esen Uy this man called four of the sailors to him and
talked to them a few moments in a low voice. They nodded
and presently came walking down the gangplank onto the
wharf.
They passed close to Dick, but he did not pay any attention
to them. He supposed that they had been sent on an errand
to some store in the vicinity or perhaps to a dram-shop after
liquor.
He made a mistake In not watching the sailors, however,
for as soon as they had passed Dick and he could not see them,
they whirled and seized hold of the youth.
Although taken by surprise, Dick struggled fiercely and
made a very good fight; but he could not be successful against
four strong men, and in spite of a:Il he could do he was carried bodily aboard the schooner. The gangplank was then
pulled in and the schooner cast loose and moved out into the
river.
This had all been done so quickly that even had any of the
bystanders on the wharf desired to Interfere they would hardly
have had time to do so; but none had evinced a disposit!-On to
do this. The fact was, that the majority of the spectators
were of a rough class who were not likely to be interested in
anybody's troubles but their own.
They had looked upon the affair with an air of interest,
but without any show of sympathy or pity.
The four sailors who had seized Dick carried him into the
cabin in accordance with instructions from the mate.
"What does this mean?" cried Dick; "let me go! I demand
tha~you set me free!"
But the sailors paid no attention and locked the door and
then went back up on deck.
Left to himself, Dick tried to reason the matter out.
What could it mean?
Why had he been made a prisoner and carried aboard the
schooner?
Finally he gave it up.
"There is just one thing that I am positive of," he said to
himself "'rimly; "and that is that I must escape. I more than
half beli:'ve that the vessel is putting out to sea!"
Dick did not hear or see anything of his captors until a<fter
the schooner was passing through the Narrows, and then
the four reappeared and conducted him out on deck. .
The red-faced mate was standing there, and beside him was
a big, bushy-whiskered man, evidently the captain.
They both eyed Dick keenly, and the mate said:
"What d'ye think about 'im, cap'n? Purty likely-lookin'
younker, hain't he?"
"Yaas, so he is."
"What does this mean?" asked Dick, indignantly.
"Et means thet ye air boo~ed fur er v'yage ter ther coast
uv Afriky, young feller!" said the captain, with a grin.
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CHAPTER X.

THE MESSENGER COMES.

"What! " cried Dick, aghast.
"Ye heerd what I said ."
"But I won't go!"
The captain and the mate burst out in a loud guffaw.
"I think thet ye will," said the former; "eh, Bill," slapping
the mate on the back.
The mate nodded !tnd said:
''I think so, c~p'n."
"But you have no right to hold me on board your vessel."
"Yaas, we hev,"' the captain declared; "the right uv might."
"Ye see, we air short-handed. younker," the mate vouchsafed. "An' we wanted an' extry han"."
"Well, I am not going to go with you; I know nothjng about
the work of a sailor, anyway, and would not be of any use."
The two laughed again as though highly amused.
"Ye're a likely-lookin' youngster," said the captain; "an'
ye'll l'arn-hey, Bill?"
"Yaas, he'll l'arn-he'll hev ter l'arn! ·• with a rp.eaning grin.
Dick glanced about him. The schooner was just passing
through the Narrows.
A wild idea had taken possession of him. He would leap
overboard and make the attempt to escape in this manner.
True, he did not doubt but that the captain and mate would
make an attempt to recapture him, but he was a good swimmer and hoped to be able to reach the shore before they could
catch him.
He realized that it would be useless to try to persuade them
to let him go; they were rough, brutal men, and would never
agree to set him ashore.
There was only one thing to do, therefore. That was to
leap overboard and make the attempt to reach the shore before
the men on the ship could catch him.
No sooner decided than acted upon.
.
Dick suddenly made a dash toward the ship's rail.
The captain and the mate saw what the youth was intending to do, and made an effort to head him off, but without
success.
"Step 'im!"
"Head 'im off! "
Such were the cries of the two men.
Some of the sailors leaped forward and attempted to grab
Dick, but they, like their· superior officers, were too late; they
did not succeed.
Dick reached the rail and leaped over it recklessly.
Down he shot.
He struck the water headfirst and went under out of sight.
The captain and mate yelled orders.
These orders were obeyed as quickly as possible, and presently the schooner was brought to a stop-or as nearly as was
possible-and a boat was lowered.
Half a dozen sailors and the mate leaped into the boat and
set out in pursuit of Dick, who was swimming toward the
Long Island shore with all his might.
The Liberty Boy was a splendid swimmer and he was making very good headway through the water, which happened to
be pretty smooth, luckily.
"Pull, you scoundrels!" yelled the mate; "break yer backs,
ye lubbers! Ef ye let thet feller git away I'll rope-end the
las' one uv ye!"
The men were pulling with all their might, and the boat
gained on Dick.
He looked back and noted that ti:iis was the case.
"This will never do," he said to himself; "I must not let
them catch me."
·
He redoubled his efforts.
He found that the boat was not now gaining so rapidly.
He looked toward thE\ shore.
It was not so very far away.
"I believe that I will be able to make it all right, .. he
thought.
He swam onward with all possible speed.
The mate kept on urging the sailors t-0 pull, and he threatened them with all kinds of punishment if they permitted the
fugitive to reach the shore ahead of them.
'
"We're <loin' ther bes' we kin, Bill," said one.
"Pull! Don' talk!" roared the mate; "whut d'ye mean, ye
fool? If th et younker g-its erway I'll keelhaul ye, ez shore cz
my name is Bill Eumbell!"
The sailor turned pale, for he knew from past experiences
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that the mate was a man who would n~t hesitate to do anything that came into his mind to do if he was angry.
All the sailors pulled like mad, but they could not force the
boat through the water fast enough to suit the mate, and he
kept abusing and threatening them.
Dick was strong and he managed to mantain an even r ate
of speed. Of course, he grew tired, but he was enabled to
"draw upon reserve strength and keep on g6ing at top speed.
The result was that he succeeded in reaching the shore while
)et the boat was twenty yards distant.
·' Stop! " roa red the mate; "stop, er I'll ut' a bullet through
'y e !,,
H e drew a pistol as he spoke and fio ishe it me:t;1acingly.
Doubtless h e thought that this would so erri y the ugitiv
t.hat he would stop at once and give up.
lf he did t hink this he soon saw that he had made a mis·
take, however .
Di <·k did not stop, but dashed away at the top of his speed.
The mate, seeing that his threat had no effect, was so angry
t.hat h e fir ed at the youth, but the bullet went wide of the
nrnrk. Dick did not even hear it whistle, it was so far from
him.
'·Good-by!" he called back; "I may see you again some
time, and if I do I will do my best to get even with you for
this work."
'·Ye'll never see us ag'in, an' I never wanter see ye ag'in,
blas t ye!" roar ed the mate, shaking his fist after Dick.
Then he gave the order and the sailors turned the boat
around and rowed back to the schooner and boarded it, after
which it again headed out into the ocean.
"Jove, but that was a narrow escape!" thought Dick.
''What if I had not been able to escape and had been carried to
th e African coast! It would have been terrible! And I
judge that Bob would have been wild. He would have supposed that I had bef:n killed by the redcoats."
Dic'k ceased running as soon as he saw the boat turn back.
H e walked onwa rd at a steady pace.
H e realized that he had a long walk ahead of him, but he
did n ot mind it so much. He was so glad that he had made
his escape from what would have been a terrible fate that he
could not feel other than happy and contented.
He remained close to the shore of the bay and soon found a
r gad which led at last to the Brooklyn H eights. When near
that point Dick swerved to the left and made his way down
to Fulton street ferry,
He went on board the ferryboat and was soon in New York.
His clothing was wet, but not nearly so much so as· had
been the case, for the sun and wind dried it. considerably.
Still, he was wet enough to attract attention, and many persons looked at him wonderingly.
"Hey, w'at's der matter wid ye ?" asked a street gamin;
•· 1.ie'n swimmin' wid yer clo' es on, hey?"
"I fell in the river," replied Dick, with a smile.
"Better stop drinkin'," was the advice the gamin vouchH e supposed that of course Dick had been drunk, or
£a fed.
else he would never have fallen in the river.
Dick laughed good-naturedly and went on.
At last h e was in the alley leading to the rear of the house
that he wished to enter.
H e approached very cautiously,
\'Vhen he came to the yard in qu estion he paused and looked
towar d the rear of the building.
No one was to be seen.
H e glanced up and down the alley.
No cne v:as in sight in either direction.
Dick quickly climbed the fence and made his way toward
the cellar-doors.
When he reach ed them he opened one and quickly made his
w 11y down the i;teps.
H e opened the door and was soon in the cellar.
H '.! managed to get up into the attic without attracting attention, and was given a joyous greeting by Bob.
it was ju st noon and Bob had begun to be anxious regarding
h is comrade.
·•You arc wet, Dick!" he exclaimed; "where have you been?
'
Jn the river?"

Then Dick told him the story.
Bob listened with interest, his eyes fairly sticking out with
wond er and amazement.
"Say, old fellow, that beats anything I have evw heard of!"
he exclaimed, when Dick had finished; "Jove, but you had a
narrow escape!"
''You are right, Bob. I came near being ta1ren to the coast
of Africa."
"It would have been a long time before you could have got
back."
'' Yes; perhaps I would never have got back."
"That's so."
"You would understand that better if you had seen the captain and th e mate of the ship. I judge that they would have
kept me on their ship at all hazards, and would have made me
stay with them for years if they eould have done so."
"Likely enough."
Then the youths ate th eir dinner, still conversing. Bob
asked num erous questions regarding Dick's adventure ; it appealed to him, and it was plain that he would have been glad
to have it happen to him instead of fo Dick.
"I guess that I'll go down to the East River wharf and
see if some sailors will kidnap me, Dick," he said, with a grin
when they had finished the meal. .
"You must l;>e careful, Bob," said Dick, earnestly. He knew
just how r eckless Bob was, and realized that he would do
what he said.
" Oh, I'll be careful, Dick," with a smile. "It is not likely.
that there will be two gangs of sailormen-kidnapers down
there on the same day."
After some further talk Bob took his departure.

CHAPTER XI.
BOB lli'\D JOE SCROGGS MEET

AGAI~.

Bob had spoken in a joking manner when he said that he
would go down to the East River wharf and stand around
and see if he would be kidnaped, but at the same time really
meant to go down there.
As soon as he was out of the house and away he headed
straight toward the East River.
He was soon there.
He stood around, watching the sailors and the longshoremen
at work.
Nobody paid any attention to him, however, and he was
somewhat disappointed.
He was a youth who delighted in having adventures; that
they were dangerous often did not matter. He did not know
what the sensation of fear was like.
Bob happened to look around when he had been standing
there half an hour or so, and he caught sight of his old enemy,
Joe Scroggs, coming down the street.
Bob was all excitement at once.
Here was a chance for an adventure, he was sure.
Joe had caused him trouble in the restaurant, as has been
told, and the Liberty Boy was eager to get even with the T orr
youth.
But how was he to do it?
He thought fast and an i.dea came to him.
He went to an old sailtir who stood on the wharf and talked
to him a few moments, af<er which he gave the man a silver
piece.
By this time Joe Scroggs was close at hand. He was evidently out on a sight-seeing tour, for he was looking about him
with interest. He had not seen Bob as yet.
Bob had been careful to keep his back toward his enemy,
but now he turned and stepped quickly forward and faced the
youth.
Joe stared and gave utterance to an e~clamation.
m turned pale, too, for he knew what a desperate fighter
Bob was, and deep down in his heart he was terribly afraid of
the handsome Liberty Boy.
"How are you, Joe?" grinned Bob.
"How air ye, Bob?"' was the reply in a halting. somewhat
NO."
sullen voice.
"\Vhere, then?"
"We meet again."
.. In th e ocean ...
Joe squirmed anrl shifted uneasily on his fe et.
Di ck said this calmly and with a smile. Bob stared at him
'· Out takin g in the sights ?" queri ed Bob.
a ~ thou gh ha ni.ly knowing what to think.
"Yaas. ''
'
··In the ocean! " he exclaimed.
Joe could not seem to ·m ustel' up energy snffi.cient to say
··\-es .. ,
··er•·pat guns. Diclc t ell IYH' about it! Where hav you been, very much at one time.
"Lots t o see in New York, eh, Joe?"
\\e you been ~ing?"
;1 ;1;1 "'" ha t h <
1

'
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"Yer right."
"The last time we met we didn't ,have much chance to talk,
did we?" with a grin.
"Not much."
1
"But now we have a good chance to talk to each other and
come to a good understanding of how we feel toward each
other."
"Yaas, thet's so."
"I want to tell you how much I think of you, Joe."
The Tory youth grunted. He was pretty certain that Bob
did not have a very high opinion of him.
"In fact, I have been wanting a chance to tell you how much
I despise you!·· said Bob, with scorn in his eyes and tones.
Joe flushed. A number of idlers had gathered near and
were listening to the conversation, and he did not like to be
talked to before people .
.. I reckon thet thar hain't · no love lost bertween us," he
said, sullenly.
"I judge that you are right about that, Joe; but I have
cause to despise you, while by rights you ought to respect
me."
"'V'y so?"
"Because I am an honest, honorable, good natured sort of
chap, while you are a regular sneak."
Joe flushed more than ever, and his eyes showed that he
was very angry.
"Ye better be keerful whut ye say, Bob Estabrook!" he
growled.
Bob laughed and snapped his fingers.
"That for you, Joe Scroggs," he said. "You are such a
coward that there is no danger that you will try to do me
any damage-that is, not while I am looking."
"Ye hedn't better be too shore uv et."
"You mean that you really would fight, then?"
"'\Vaal, I hain't afeerd uv ye."
"And you will fight me?"
"Yaas, I wull!"
Joe assumed as brave an air as was possible, and even blus. tered a bit.
"You will fight me any way I say?"
Joe looked at Bob suspiciously.
"Whut d'ye mean?" he asked, cautiously.
"Just what I say. I have a crow to pick with you, and
want to know if you are willing to give me satisfaction."
'·Uf course I am."
Joe pretended to be bold and willing, but the attempt was
not a complete success. A close observer would easily have
seen that he was very ill at ease.
"All right," said Bob, briskly, "that is all I wanted to know."
He turned toward the wharf, at the same time motioning
for Joe to follow.
"Whut ye want?"
.Joe held back and hesitated. It was plain that he wished
to know what was in the wind before going forward to meet
trouble.
"Come here; I'll tell you what I want."
Joe moved forward slowly and hesitatingly. Soon he stood
beside Bob at the edge of the wharf.
Bob pointed down to a boat that lay on. the water right below where they stood.
"See the boat?" he asked.
"Yaas, I see et."
"Well, I'll tell you what we will do. We will get into that
boat, row out into the middle of the stream and then we
will go for each other, and the better man will throw the
other into the river."
Joe stared in amazement. He hardly knew what to think
of such a proposition.

"Thet's no way ter do!" he growled.
"Why not?"
"Becos, ef ye wanter fight, why, le's fight here on ther.
wharf. I don' see no use uv goin' out in ther boat."
"Oh, there isn't any particular use of our doing so, but I
want to do so, that is all."
"I don' see w'y."
"I do; I have made up my mind to give you a good ducking"
and so in order to do it we will go out in the boat."
Joe looked glum.
"I don' wanter go in ther boat," he said; "I kain't swiJl'l
very good, an' with my clo'es on I'd mos' likely drowa."
"No danger."
"'V'y not?"
"Because you are too mean to drown."
The bystanders chuckled, and this made Joe madder than,
ever.
"I hain't no meaner n-qr whut ye air, Bob Estabrook!" he1
growled.
"Oh, yes, you are."
"I hain't."
"I'll leave it to the crowd," said Bob.
"Whut'd they know erbout et? They don' know eether wun
uv us, an' so they kain't tell w'ich is ther meanest."
"Yes, they can."
"How kin they tell?"
"By our looks."
"Bosh!"
"There isn't any bosh about it. They can tell easily enough."
"They kain't do ennythin' uv ther kin'."
"Yes, they can. You know they would decide against you·
on account of that villainous face of yours, and so you are:
unwilling to have the matter settled in that fashion."
"Bah! Stop talkin' sech foolishness."
"All right; get into· the boat."
But Joe made no move to obey.
"I hain't goin' ter go in fur no sech foolish bizness," he,
said sullenly .
"But you must."
Joe saw that Bob was in earnest and he became desperate.
He knew that if he went out in the boat and they got in a 1
struggle, he would get the worst of it. He had tested Bob's·
strength on more than one occasion at school in past years,j
and was well aware of the fact that the Liberty Boy was his
master.
He was not a good swimmer, and was not sure that if he
were to be._!hrown into the river with his clothes on he wouldi
not drown. So he made up his mind to have the matter set-'
tied on shore.
Joe was tricky and was capable of attempting anything, 1
whether fair or not, if he thought it would be to his advantage. He knew that he could not delay matters much longer,'.
so he suddenly stepped forward and gave Bob a push .
His intention was to push Bob off the wharf into the water, ,
but the Liberty Boy was on his guard. He had been watching
Joe and had come to the conclusion tba't he was going to tryj
to do something tricky; the result was that Bob managed to
keep from going off the wharf.
It made him angry, however.
"You cowardly, tricky hound!" cried Bob. "I'll make you
wish that you had not tried that!"
He leaped forward and seized hold of Joe. The Tory youth,
seeing he was in for it, fought as hard as .he could. He ~;eked/
and struggled and did his best to get free, but to no avail.
He could not do it. Bob had almost as strong a grip as hadl
his comrade Dick.
The spectators were well pleased. They were ~eing treated,
to a show and did not have to pay anything to see it.
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Their sympathies were with Bob, for he was a bright, handsome youth, while Joe was dark-faced and evil-looking.
They gave utterance to remarks of encouragement to Bob,
and this added to Joe's discomfiture. The knowledge that
the spectators were against him took quite a good deal of
courage out o( h,i,m.
Bqb was working with a definite purpose in view. This was
th e giving of Joe Scroggs a good ducking.
To this end he would have to break the other's hold and
then secure a siire hold himself. This he managed to do presently, and then he lifted Joe off the floor, held him poised a
few moments, 1.nd threw him head over heels into the river.
Down Joe weut with a splash and a yell that ended in a
gurgle.
Under he went out of sight.
The crowd rushed to the string-piece and looked down, giv1ing utterance to 1cries indicative of delight because of the
exh!bition they had been treated to. ,
Joe was under only a few moments, and then he came to
the surface, puffing like a porpoise.
"Kin he swim?" asked a longshoreman.
"A little, I guess," replied Bob.
"Help! Hel--" gasped Joe, and then he went down again,
choking off his cry for help.
The longshoreman who had asked if Joe could swim picked
up a boat-.hook and leaped down onto the deck of a fishing
smack and walked along till he came to the point where the
youth would reappear. Here he paused and stood looking
down and waiting, the boat-hook poised, ready for use.
Presently Joe came to the surface, and the longshoreman
reached down and inserted the hook in the youth's trousers
near the waistband. Then he began to lift, and a couple of
more men went to his assistance. They lifted the youth upward slowly, for he was kicking and struggling at a great
rate, and , they feared his clothing would give way and he
would be dropped back into the water.
They had almost got him to the rail, when, sure enough, the
waistband broke and down went Joe and into the water kersplash!
A yell of delight went up from the majority of the spectators. They did not think there was :tnuch danger that the
youth would drown, ~nd the accidental return to the water
was pleasing to them.
Bob could not help laughing. He was having more sport
out of the affair than he had expected.
The longshoremen waited till Joe came up again, and then
they fastened the hook into the youth's coat between the
shoulde:·s. Then they lifted slowly and cautiously, and this
time they succeeded in getting him onto the deck of the vessel.
Joe sank down, weak and gasping. He was almost strangled, but after a little while succeeded in recovering his breath
and sitting up.
Bob came aboard the fishing smack.
"You had better get out of the city as quickly as you can,
Joe," he said sternly~
"I-I'm g-goin' ter-git-out," stammered Joe.
"Very well; with that understanding I will let you go."
Joe scrambled to his feet anq hastened off the vessel.
As soon as he was on the wharf he walked away as rapidly
as possible. He presented an amusing spectacle, with his
torn and dripping clothing, and the crowd laughed and jeered
him.
Jot) did not pay any attention to the jibes and jeers, however; he wanted to get away 11-nd was thankful that he could
do so. He went onward as rapidly as possible.
He dtd 119t even look back, and soon he was out of sight
of the 1wm on the wharf.

"Waal, ye kinder got ther better uv ther youngster," said
one of the longshoremen.
"Yes," replied Bob; "I think I did get a little bit the better
of him, sure enough."
"Yaas, ye did, fur er fack," from another.
Bclb thanked the men who had fished Joe out, and then took
his departure.
He was well satisfied with his success in finding excitement,
and hoped to be able to find something else to attract his attention before the afternoon was gone.
He wandered along, looking at the shop-windows and at the
great crowds thronging Broadway, and was very well satis1
fied.
"I wouldn't mind living here in the city," he told himself;
"I like it where things are lively."
He kept a sharp lookout for excitement, but did not succeed
in finding any more.
"Oh, well," he said to himself, "my adventure with Joe is
enough, if I don't ' run across any other adventures."
He walked the streets till evening, and then went to a restaurant and ate supper.
Then he went out and walked around half an hour or so
till it was as dark as it would be; then he made his way back
into the house where Dick was awaiting his coming.
It was dark, and he did not have any difficulty in getting
back. into the house and up into the attic without being seen
by any one.
When he told Dick about his encounter with Joe Scroggs, hi;:;
comrade was .delighted and laughed heartily.
"I am glad that you ran across Joe and gave him the ducking, Bob," said Dick.
"So am I," with a grin.
"Do you think he will go back home?"
"I am sure that he will."
As on the night before, Bob was to keep watch on the British officers' room the first half of the night and Dick was to
watch them the last half.
About ten o'clock Bob came up into the attic and woke
Dick up.
"I think the messenger has come, Dick!" he whispered;
"there's a man in there now and I heard him tell the colonel
that he had just come over from in Ne-Iv Jersey.

CHAPTER XII.
TILE YOU.TH$ SECURE THE PAPERS.

Dick was on the alert instantly.
"Good!"' he whispered; "we must watch now, and if the
colonel starts to leave his room .we must attack and overpower
him and secure the papers."
"All right, Dick; that's what we will do."
'l'he two left the attic and were soon peering ~hrough the
partially open door looking out upon the hall.
They could see the door of the colonel's room.
They waited there a few moments, watching and listening,
and then Dick moved across the hall and took up his position
at the door in question.
He listened intently and soon learned that the messenger
that had been looked for had arrived.
He was talking to the colonel, and their conversation was
about the papers that the messenger had brought.
Presently Dick heard the colonel say that he would not go
to headquarters that night with the papers, but would wait till
morning.
Then a little later h e beard the messenger bid the colonel
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good-night, and the Liberty Boy hastened back and stepped
through the doorway at the foot of the attic stairs and dosed
the door-all save a crack wide enough to peep through.
The youths saw the messenger emerge and take his departure. Then they sa:w the colonel close the door. They
listened intently, trying to make out whether or not he locked
It, but did not hear the key turn in the lock.
"I hope he will forget to lock the door," wliispered Bob.
"I hope so, too," said Dick; "but I'm afraid he won't forget."
They waited at least an hour, and then they went to the
colonel's door and listened.
They could hear heavy breathing and decided that the officer
must be asleep.
Dick tried the door.
It opened to his touch. The colonel had neglected to lock
it after all.
Dick passed into the room and Bob came close at his heels.
They pu shed the door to and looked around them.
In his bed at one side. of the room the colonel lay sleeping.
On a table not far away a candle was burning.
Bob drew a pistol so as to be ready for work should the
colonel awaken.
"There are some papers on the table," whispered Bob. "You
get them; I'll look after the officer."
Dick stepped to the, table and took up the papers.
The officer opened his eyes and half rose in bed.
"Lie still!" said Bob, sternly.
The colonel stared in silence, a look of combined anger and
fear on his face.
"Be careful," warned Bob; "no noise, or you are a dead
0

man!"

But the officer saw the papers in Dick's hand, and they
were of such importance that he was ready to take desperate
chances in order to try to recover the papers.
"Thieves! Robbers!" he suddenly yelled. "Help! Rel--"
Thump!
Bob had leaped forward and dealt the colonel a blow on
the head with the butt of the pistol, stopping his yelling and
rendering him unconscious.
"We must get out of here in a hurry, Bob!" exclaimed Dick.
"So we must!"
They left the room hastily.
They ran across the hall and passed through the doorway
leading to the attic-stairs and closed the door.
There was a bolt and . they pushed it into its socket.
As they r!id so they heard the sound of footsteps and excited voices.
The colonel's yells had been heard and all the inmates of
the house would soon be on the scene, no doubt.
""Well, we have the papers, Bob!" whispered Dick.
"Yes, but we haven't got away from here with them yet."
"But we will-we must!"
"We will try."
This was said quietly but determinedl y.
"How are we to get away, Dick?"
"Perhaps we may manage to get out on the roof and then
dow.n to the grot!nd, ·· said Dick; "come on; we will try it,
at any rate.,.
They made their way up into the attic and to th~ scuttlehole.
Tl1ey unfastened the hooks and pushed the cover off.
Dick had placed the papers in his pocket, and now he drew
himself up through the hole and climbed out on the roof.
Bob followed.
"Now see if we can find some means of.reaching the ground,
Bob," said Dick.
"We have one way open to us if all others fail, Dick."
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"What is that, Bob?h
"We can fall off."
"Stop your fooling, old fellow," said Dick.
Bob chuckled. He was irrepressible and no danger seemed
to be so great as to put a damper on his spirits.
The two at once began making a tour of investigat\on on
the roof.
It was dangerous business, as a slip or ' misstep would s_end
them to the ground, where they would be treated to broken
limbs, or possibly to a broken•neck.
They were sure-footed, however.
'rhey had done a great deal of climbing during their boyhood days, and this stood them in good stead now.
Presently Dick called to Bob, cautiously:
"Here, Bob," he said; "I believe that we can reach the
ground in safety."
Bob was soon beside his comrade.
"What have you found?" be asked.
"A water-spout, Bob."
''Ah, I see!"
"I have tested it, Bob, and believe that it will hold our
weight."
"All right; I hope that it will."
"I will go first, and see how it turns out, old fellow."
"No; you had better let me go first; I am not of so much
importance as yourself, and if I break my neck it won't matter so much."
"No, I will go first."
At this instant voices were heard. The voices sounded
startlingly near, and the youths understood instantly that tire
inmates of the house had come up into the attic and were now
at the scuttle-hole.
"I'll wager the scoundrels came up onto the roof!" they
heard a voice say.
"Likely enough," said another.
"Let's climb out and see about it."
"You may do so; but you will have to excuse me. I am not
much of a hand at such risky work as that."
Dick and Bob heard this; and. at once began the task ahead
of them.
Dick went first, and succeeded in making his way down the
waterspout in slJ,fety.
Bob listened, and when he heard a faint whistle, he knew
that Dick had reached the ground in safety.
Bob heard a sort of scrambling sound, over in the direction
of the scuttle-hole, which was on the other slope of the roof,
and, realizing that some one was out on the roof, he hastened
to get down off it.
He made his way down the waterspou.t, slowly and cau..
·
tiously at first, and then faster.
Presently he struck the ground, and felt Dick's hand ..on
his arm . .
"Come," was whispered in his ear. "We must get away from
here as quickly as possible. We are likely to be discovered. at
I any moment."
" Go ahead; I will follow."
They started across the backyard, but had gone only a few
paces when the rear door of the house opened and a number
of British officers and soldiers came rushing forth.
"Keep your eyes open!" cried a voice. "They may be in the
yard at this very moment."
A light shone out through the open doorway, and it made
things light enough in the back ya.rd so that Dick and Bob
were seen.
Instantly a shout went up.
"There they are! "
"You're right!"
"After them!"
\
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Such were a few of the exclamations and commands given
utterance to by the redcoats.
Dick and Bob paid no attention to the words of the redcoats.
They increased their speed, and ran across the yard with
the speed of greyhounds.
They reached the fence and climbed it with the greatest
possible speed. '
The youths dashed down the alley.
The soldiers were soon at (he fence, and they clambered
over it and started in pursuit.
They knew that the fugitives had some valuable papers in
their possession, and, fearing that the rebels might succeeu
i~ escaping, the redcoats fired a number of shots, hoping-·to
kill or cripple them and bring them down.
Luckily none of the ·bupets hit the mark, and Dick and Bob
kept right on running.
It happened to be a dark night, and the youths kept to the
unlighted streets, with the result that they finally succeeded
in throwing their pursuers off the track altogether.
Having succeeded in doing this, they felt comparatively
safe.
They succeeded in getting out of the city and past the sentinels, and then set out on the long walk to Harlem Heights.
They arrived there two hours later, and went at once to
the Liberty Boys• quarters.
They lay down and went to sleep, for they were tired and
sleepy; and, too, they did not think that it was necessary to
place the papers in the hands of the commander-in-chief at
once.
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GOTIIAM:

Lottie recognized him the instant 'she saw him, and it was
evident that she was glad to see him.
Dick remained in the great city three days this time, and
succeeded in securing some information that he thought would
be of value to the commander-in-<;hief. Then he decided to return to the patriot encampment on Harlem Heights.
He went down to the barroom and was paying his score
when who sheuld walk into the room but Joe Scroggs.
Joe gave utterance to a cry of delight at sight of Dick, and
whirled to leave the barroom.
Dick knew what that meant. Joe was going to go and tell
the redcoats and have them capture the Liberty Boy.
· Dick was determined that this should not be done, and he
leaped forward and knocked Joe down. Then he seized the
youth, carried him upstairs to the room he himself had been
occupying, and tossed Joe in and locked the door. Then he
hastened downstairs. It happened that no patrons had been
in the barroom when the encounter took place, and none were
there now; so Dick explained about Joe, told what he had
done, and asked that they would leave him in the room about
fifteen minutes before going and letting him out.
They promised to do as he requested, and then he bade th~m
good-by and took his departure.
·
The fifteen minutes' rest was all Dick needed, and when
Joe was let out of the room and rushed out upon the street
he could not find any trace of the Liberty Boy.
Joe was mad, but it availed him nothing.
Dick succeeded in getting out of the city in safety, and the
information he carried to General Washington was of considerable value.
During the next ten days Dick visited Gotham several times,
and on one or two of those occasions he took some of the
Liberty Boys with him. He always stopped at the tavern
owned by Mr. Norton, and he was well pleased when he learned
that Joe Wolfert, a bright, handsome Liberty Boy, had fallen
in love with Lottie Norton.
Lottie returned the affection of the youth, and they were
very happy.
One evening, while at the tavern, Dick stepped out of doors
and bumped against Ike Mogg, the fellow who had been working ~or Mr. Norton, but who had deceived Dick and Lottie,
and had told · the redcoats that Dick was in the attic, as
already told. Dick recognized the fellow instantly, and seized
him by the throat.
"I told you I would settle with you if you played Miss Lottie and myself false," said Dick griIT\lY, "and now I am going
to do it."
He squeezed Ike's throat so tightly that the fellow could not
cry out, and then gave him such a pounding as he had perhaps never had been treated to before.
This done, Dick gave him a shove and a kick and sent him
flying, with the threat that if he dared bring any redcoats to
the tavern, that it would be as much as his life was worth.
Ike did not bring any redcoats to the tavern. Doubtless
he believed that Dick would keep his work, ancl kill him if he
did so.
The daring work which Dick and some more of the Liberty
Boys did in the great city was the means of.uaking it possible
for General Washington to defeat the British when they made
the attack on the patriot army on Harlem Heights.
Joe Wt>lfert and Lottie Norton were married when the war
ended, and were very happy.
0

They were up bright and early next morning, and while
eating breakfast they told their comrades the story of their
adventures in Gotham.
The Liberty Boys listened with interest.
After breakfast Dick went to headquarters.
The orderly conducted him to the commander-in-chief's
room at once.
General Washington gave Dick a cordial greeting.
"What success, my boy?" ~e asked, somewhat eagerly.
"Good success, sir," was the reply.
"You got the papers?"
"Yes, your excellency."
After some further conversation Dick took his departure.
The , commander-in-chief called· the member§! of his staff together at once, and laid the information he had secured from
the papers before the officers.
The very next day Gener~! Washington sent for Dick.
When the youth appeared at headquarters. the commanderln-chief said:
"I have some more work for you, my boy."
"I am glad of that," with a smile.
"I want that you shall go down into the city again."
"Very well, sir."
"I am eager to know whether the British have made any
new plans, my boy."
"I will find out regarding the matter, if possible, sir."
"I know that, Dick, and I am confident that you can learn
what I wish to know."
"I will go down into the city to-night."
He did so. He went alone, although Bob begged to be permitted to accompany him.
"I can work better alone this time, Bob," Dick said.
He succeeded in getting into the city in 11afety.
Next week's issue will contain "THE LIBERTY BOYS
He went to the tavern where he had been rescued from the
AND
KOSCIUSKO; OR, THE FIGHT AT GREAT FALLS."
hands of the redcoats by the girl Lottie Norton.
He secured a room there, and felt that he would be safe,
comparatively speaking, for the girl and her father, being patriots, would protect and shield him.
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CURRENT NEWS
]incl clone its work the solid brick WaS
macl1ine, aml the toad winked its eyes
the
from
fted
Ji
telephone wires at the southwest end of Hog Island, opits Jcgs ancl hopped away.
::;treft·hecl
contentaclly.
b)·
die
to
came
crane
the
how
and
po:>ite Buoy :X o. 2,
hangin<> ha8 been a mystery and a topic of much speculation among the forryl1oat pnsscngers. It is. thought the
Capt. John Srn itb, the aged Chippewa Indian chief, a
crane ;::udclenl.'· swooped down to nab its prey. and not tak- 1rnll-k1101Yn character in l\Iinnesota, ·who was struck and
ing heed of the tclrphone wires, looped its long neck abol1t bnclly injured by a Great :North~rn locomotive in the
one of them and was jerked down to death. rl'l1e acci- yards at C'as~ Lake, l\Iinn., has left the hospital ai:id gone
dent was a queer one.
to the· home of a sou. The 1·enerable Indian, reputed to
be 117 vears old, making him by far the oldest man in
J\fi~s Helen Kuppcnheimer, reporter on a local news- l\finneso1.a, if not in the U nitecl States, grew better from
paper, Logansport, lnd., expressed her preferences at the the ven clay he was carried in an unconscious condition
primary recentl:v, although $\1C has not thr right of suf- to the hospital. As soon as he collected his senses he defrage. She heard a bmine;::" man say lw harl paid no at- rlinecl to remain on a hoBpiLal cot and made the nurse
tention to t!ie primary and that he would i10t take the fix up a bed for Jijm or~ a blanket on the floor, where he
trouble to vote. l\liRs Kuppc1 heirner tolcl him he should found cont0ntme11t. He al~o called for his P,ipe and tobe a8harnec1 of himself,· ancl, aR she eeemccl to kno~' so bacco and bccaus0 of his age was lmmore<l. He smoked
much about the c:mclidatei<, he said be would Yote her constantly ancl rapidly grew better, as it developed that
ticket if she would get a s::imple ballot and mark it. l\fi;::s while he hac1 been bruised and shocked he had not been
Kuppenheimer obtained the tickel, marked it and "·ent Reriously injn recl.
with the busines- man to the rnting-place.

A large crnne wrr;:: found hanging by his neck on the tbe huge pre<:R

American midshi'pmen may be interested to know that'
the young officers of that grade in the British navy not
only recefre bnt $250 a year after they go to sea, but
have to pay-or, rather, their parents have to pay-the
GoYernment $600 a year for their preliminary schooling
on land . There has been an agitation started in England
for a reformation of these conditions, whicl1, as a matter
of fact, are merely incidental to the British scheme of
1;ro!'.sly underpaying officers in both branches of the serYice, appareptly in the belief that by restricting the commissioned ranks to men with independent incomes the
caste system can be retained. There has been some talk
of the abolition of the caste system after this war is over,
many of its opponents, indeed, holding that it has been
Paul }fastij, n 11ative of Galicia, aged thirty-five, is
automatically by the promotion to commissioned
abolished
cleacl in t11e Swift Hospital, ~ orway, Mich .. after having
rank of hundreds of men who could neYer have risen above
been an inmate of tbat institution for nearly a decade.
non-commiRsioned grades two years ago .
Dec. 1 ~, ] 906, l\fa ~ti-j waB i11jured by a fall at the Aragon
minr. His back was broken, the spinal cord being deThere has long existed in England a society aiming to
RtroYccl and alwolute paralysis heLow the point of fracture
prorluc-ccl. The ca, e tleYelopecl into one of the mo&t re- Cllrtail exportation oE gin to mission fields in Africa and
nrnrkahle of i(R nature on record. As the months and the South Sea I lands. The Duke of Westminster is
years went bY the patient retained his hold on life with President of it, and the Bishop of London is chairman.
i?:rea L ienacit;, and took a living interest in things arom1cl Now there has just been formed an American section of
him. IT e acquired no little skill in wood carving and in the society, aiming to curtail the traffic from Amerieca
and put a stop to Holland sending so much gin, at lernst
the repniring of clacks and other 8mall articles.
by way of Boston. • The degradation of ignorant blacks,
.\11 cxperimed wnF recently made in the clay-testing de- unknown before missionaries .and gin traders came, owing
partment o{ a mac-hinery c:ompany at Bucyrus, Ohio, in solely to the gin trade following the Bible, is described as
whfrh a toacl was pl<,cec1 in a l went~· -ton brick press and awful. Slavery of girls is among the evils. Holland is
Since the war began
"·a~ fpur times Ruhject<'cl to a preRsure of ] 1.000 pounds declared to be the chief offender.
haYe been carAfrica
to
Holland
from
gin
.in
such
opemtions
whether
was
witliout injm·~·. 'l'he qnestion at isRue
a pn''Rnre 'roul<l kill the toat1 or whether its ability tr> ried. on through Boston . The Holland trade alone
compreQ~ itself waR ~uffie:ient to a11mr it to come ont of the amounti:: to 3,000,000 gallons a year. England and ScotonlPPl alin". The toad m1::i firsi plaerd in a lump of lanrl send some, and the United States ranks third, with/
L(nurnlous day and lbe whole prcssC'd into a brick. After export of about 1,000,000 gallons a year.

Hunting near ~ewberry, Mich., with hardly an expectation of findmg game any . larger than partTidge, Charle;;
and Leo Smith, :N"ewberry boys, accompanied by a small
clog, were surprised to see a black bear cub in a tree.
The animal was promptly shot. :X o sooner hacl the carca.~s tumbled to the ground than the mother bear appeared, growling Bavagely. Bruin was attacked by the
clog. The yonngRters blazed rrv:ay with their guns loaded
with fine shot. \Yith a bellow of rage the bear made
for the lack The hO)'f' stoorl their ground . recharged their
gnnR, this time with buckshot, and fired again. The bear
foll li fcless.
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LUCI<Y LOU
- OR -

T·HE BOY WHO WAS BO RN ON FRIDAY
By RALPH MO RTON
(A SERIAL STORY)
"Hallo. Dp you want me? I'm Marsh, at the Irwin
CHAPTER. IV (co11tinued)
"So I would, usually,'' answered Lou, unabashed, ''but I Bank."
am not spending my own money to-night, and so I am
"Is that yoll, Lou-Mr. Marsh?"
down here with you and the other swells."
"Yes, Florence-MiBs Ellison. What can I do for
"Do you mean to imply that I am not spending my own Yon?"
money?" asked Duncan, quickly, anet Lou noticed that he
"Have you an engagement for this afternoon?"
"Nothing positi l'e .. ,
.c:olored slightly. "I like your--·"
. h.mg \Yl'th me? Our coachrr1an
i's
"Won't you go s1e1g
•
"Kot at all; that was your inference," answeretl Lou, siek and ifs just loi·ely f'leighing . I can drive, but I can't
with a smile, and at that moment Uncle Dan Marsh
go alone.''
:<l!:'pped forw'ard.
.
"Delighted, I'm sum."
"Come, Lou,'' he said, "let's . go back to your mother.
•·Then come up as soon as you can. 'l'iie stable boy will
Friend of vo1us
?"
[JJtc
· li np. "
J
"Mr. Duncan, of the bank, my uncle, Captain Marsh,"
"~l'hanks . I won't lose a rnome 11 t."
said Jjou.
"'l'hat',; good for you. Uood-by."
"J'le:lsel1 to meet you," said the assistant paying teller,
"Don't mention it. Good-by."
extending his hand.
\\"hen Lou came out and finished his preparatj_ons for
":Ni{;c evening;" said Uncle Dan, not seeing the hand. going home, Charlie looked at him inquiringly.
"Come, matey, they're piping to quarters," b)' which lat- • "X o, not bad luck, Charlie,'' laughed Lou. "Pretty
ter term the captain meant that the orcherJtra 'ras play- gootl, l should ~ay."
ing.
"What is it?"
"I don't like your friend, Lou,'' he said, as they sat
"I'm going sleighing with Miss Ellison."
dow11. "He'>< either a pirate or a sea lawyer, and both
Duncan passed the boys on his way out and heard what
of them are objectionable to honest skippers."
Lou said.
"He's not my friend," laughed the boy. "He's the as- · Cliarlic saw him look daggers at Lou, but the boy himsistant 'pa.ring teller down at the bank."
sel.f dicl not seem to see it; at any rate, he did not no" H 'm !" said Uncle Dan, and then the curtain went up. tice it.
On Saturday the clerks in the bank had a half-holiday,
The s~cighing was indeed delightful, and it was a posiand as there was .considerable snow on the .ground, and it tive plt>asLire to go flying O\'er the road behind the pair
had been decidcclly cold for the past day or two, Lou was of spirited horses which Florence drcwe with all the skill
undecided whether to go skating or take a trip over to his of an experienced whip, and Lou thought that he had
uncle's ship.
newr enjoyed himself in.ore.
He had not decided that matter when he was getting
'!'hey went through the park and were returning by one
ready to go home, and in his abstraction he put his left of the aYenues, when suddenly a double sleigh containovershoe on his right foot, and only discovered the mis- ing six or seven young men, in a very hilarious condition,
take _when he pic_ked up the other.
came out · of a side street, the occupants shouting and
'fThat's bad luck," said Charlie Post, who was :r:eady laughing and making a great deal of unseemly noise.
to go out.
Foremost among the party and the noisiest was Dun"What is?"
can, whom Lou at once recognized.
"Putting your left shoe on the right foot. You'll probThe cashier's horses became frightened and would have
ably have to stay and w9rk all the afternoon."
run away had not Lou seized the reins in an instant and
"Oh, I think not," said Lou, maKing the change, but at soothed them.
that moment 011e of the clerks said:
He thought he saw Sam Wood and Dick Field among
"Some one at the telephone to talk to you, Marsh."
the party, but he was not sure, having to give his atten"Aha, I told you so!-. laughed Charlie.
tion to the horses, but as to Duncan, he was certain.
"Lou went to the telephone booth, took up the receiver
However, he bad little time to think of the matter then,
and 13aid:
• £or, strong and nervy as he was, he found it a task of
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considerable difficulty to re;::train the horses nnd get them
under control.
Florence was grpatJy frightened anc.l imagined that all
sorts of things would happen.
But Lou tightened his hold on the rrin~. ~poke firmly
but kindly to the horse~, and 1itlle by little lowered their
speed.
"Steady, now, steady!" he said, reining them in gradually till at length they were going at only a moderate
pace.
It had been con~iclerab1c of a sL·ain on his nerres, the
responsibility of being Rnt1clenly called upon i:o protect
a young lady being great, so that, when the danger was
over. he felt himself growing suddenly weak, and it was
only by an effort that he controlled himself.
"Shall I drive the rest of the way, or will you take the
reins?" he asked.
"Oh, if you will ! I thought I knew how to drive, but
I wculr1n't do it now for an~·thing. ~ ot to-clay, at any
rate. I don't know what I should have clone if you had
not been with me. I don't believe the coachman could
have done as well."
"It was more main strength than expert driving,"
laughed Lou, "for I have done very little of it. However,
I am glad we got through it safely."
The cashier was at home when the young people returned, and, although he seeined somewhat surprised to
see Lou, and treated him witl.1 far less cordiality than
usual, his manner changed when his daughter related
what had happened.
He askcc1 the boy to come again, besides pressing him to
8tay to dinner.
.
Lou excused himself on the plea that his uncle might
come that evening, and went home to find his surmise
was correct.
"He still suspects me," thought the boy. "I don't think
he would have asked me to come again if things had not
happened as they did. Well, I've just got to go on as before, that's all, and things will strai.ghten themselves out
all right."
'11 hat night ·Uncle Da11 Marsh took Lou and his mother
to tii.e Fourteenth Street Theater to see "Blue Jeans,'' a
play that was enjoying a great popularity at that time. ·
Grandmother Iliggins did not approYe of going to tlw
theater, and :::o she stayed at home and knitted a pair of
woolen socks for Lon, things he neYcr wore, but which
he alway 'turned over to the captain.
Between the acti:; Lou anc1 his uncle went into the lobby
and saw two or three young fellows trying to quiet a comanion who was very much intoxicated and decidedly
oisy. ·
An usher came up and spoke to them, and they tried to
et the noisy man into the street, but he insisted upon
oing back to sec the play.
'l'he inebriated young man W<lS Duncan, and two of his
ompanions were Field and Wood.
"Then they were in the sleigh this afternoon, and Dunan has been keeping things up ever since,'' mu:oed Lou.
'If the cashier knew this I think that Duncan·~ vi;;its to
is hou~e would be discontinued in short order. This is
lie fellow that has been set up as a model for us younger
oys."

"'flwt\ your pirate or sea lawyer, isn't it, Lou?" asked
GPc1e Dan jfarsl1. "Pretty slate he's in. He ought to
be asliamrcl of hirn~clf. He "ll get in the brig if he don't
look out."
Th e hrig-, h~· the way, is the place on a ship where unl'l1 IY s,lilor,; are eonfi1ied.
,
l•'ielcl aml \\'nod saw Lou, but did not notice him, being
eYidcntly aFhamecl to clo so, as they were only a few degree~ less intoxicated than Duncan.
'l'lwy finally got. the latter out on the street, and r~ou
llill not see them again that evening, the probability being
that they went somewhere and continued drinking, or got
their drunken companion home.
Lou's opinion of the man was poorer than ever after
what he had seen that afternoon and evening,. but as he
had nc1·er been intimate with Duncan, he could ignore
him in the future without attracting any especial attention, a11d he decided to do so. On Monday morning Duncan was suavit.\· itself, and one would have supposed .tha t
he hacl alwavs been the boy's best friend .
"There's something behind all this," thought Lou, and
there 1rns.

!JHAPTER V.
nm C0N8EQnmc:r; OF SI~GING BEFORE BREAKFAST.
When Lou was getting ready to go to lunch that noon,
Duncan called i.o him and said:
"Wait a minute, Lou, and go with me. It's my t reat
to-day."
L\ ow the boy har1 never been to lunch with the •a ssistant
paying teller, and the imitation was considerable of a
surprise.
He did not like to refuse outright, and yet he did not
wish to aceept favors from a man for whom be had so lit tle respect.
"I was going with Post," he said.
"Post is busy; he won't be straight for half an hour.
Come on, he sociable for once and take lunch with me."
Lou consented with a. good deal "of reluctance, for he
would much rather not have gone, but he saw no way out
of it unless he were positively rude to the man.
They went to ratheT an expensive restaurant on Broadway, and Duncan ordered the highest-priced dishes on the
bill of fare, with the· evident desire of impressing L ou
with the idea that this was his ordinary way of living.
"IT avr some wine, Lou?" he presently asked, as t he
waiter set a bottle and two glasses hefor.e him.
"~ o, thanks, I don't drink it."
'
"Some whisky, then?"
,
"That's worse yet," laughed Lou. "No, I don't drink
anything of the sort."
"T suppose you were some~hat surprised at seeing me
full the other clay?" said Duncan. "First time in years.
I was ont with some friends, and, to keep off the cold, I
ouppose I took too much. I am sorry Miss Floy's horses
\rere so frightened. Spirited creatures, aren't they? I've
driven them often."
Lou said nothing and Duncan continued:
"I hope she did not see me in that state. You didn't
tell her, of course? You'd be more discreet."
( To be continued)
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ARTICLES OF ALL KINDS
WOMAN IS A GOOD SHOT.
Mrs. Clarence V. Riggs, wife of a painter and paperhanger of Cedar Point, doubtless holds the championship
among women hunters in Chase County, Kan. The other
day, near her home, on the Cottonwood River, she bagged
seven rabbits. She uses a 22-caliber repeating rifle most
of the time.

cover several miles in the mmunum space of time and
thus keep in touch with every unit and man of the entire
train. Where roads are poor and even where they become
mere footpaths, the motorcycle can be used.
There has been experienced on the part of the military
drivers the tendency of motorcycles to skid when traveling at high speeds over muddy roads. To overcome this
clanger, many of the military machines now in use are
U.S. FORTS IMPREGNABLE TO ATTACK BY SEA. provided with standard side bars, which gTeatly reduces
A test fortification at Fort Morgan, near Mobile, Ala., skidding while not reducing the speed to an appTeciable
was attacked recently by the heaviest naval artillery with- degree.
out disabling a 10-inch cannon protected by the fortification . This, in the opinion of General E. M . Weaver,
EAGLE DEFEATED CAT.
prows that the coast fortifications of the United States
Tl1e bald eagle, known as the American eagle, is the
are impregnable against naval attacks. General \Yeaver.
most terrible fighter among birds. In cartoons and on
who is chief of the Seacoast Artillery Corps, asserted after
coats-of-arms he is often pictured to represent the United
his return from inspecting the practise.
States; but if we as a nation coulcl fight like this fierce
1
'J he battleships New York and · Arkansas for two days
bird we would not have to worry about preparedness.
fired from 14-inch guns the most powerful explosiYc hells
Two men in Maryland demonstrated the ability of a
against· the dummy fortifications. One hundred an~
healEhy bald eagle to put up a desperate and succe siul
eighty shells hurled with most accurate marksmanship
battle. One of the men, a farmer, had caught in a steel
failed to disable the workings of the artillery in the fortrap a large female eagle. The bird was placed in a large
tress.
cage, well feel and carefl for, and it speeclily recovered.
The practise appeared like real war. An isolated spot
The otheT man owned a big male housccat, which was
was selected to avoid clanger, and the officers on land kept
untler cover in bomb proofs during the fire. At intenals quite famous in the Yillvgc where it lived as a "scrapper''
those on land would inspect the damage done, make pho- ancl rat destroyer. Thi s cat had a record of routing all
tographs and notes of the exact result of the fire, which grimalkin intrncler~, and it lacerated and conquered sevwas from 5,000 to 15,000 yards in range. As the two eral neighbors' clogs. 'l'hc owner, Iike his -cat, became
powerful battleships were hurling shells against the forti- "clie~tv . " anrl boast<.'d of the prowess o[ his feline warrior.
firations three hyclroaeroplanes ro 0 e from the water and The farmer was not boastful. He became attached to the
eagle, to whic-h he feel meat, liYe chickens, live ra_ts, po . .
charged through the air against the fancied foe.
sums,
anu, it is said, he often tossed living house cats
"'l'he programme was carried out," said General \\Tea.ver,
"to te~t the effectiveness of certain fortifications when ex- into the inclornre for the bird to kill and de1our.
The cat owner, snys the Philadelphia N oTth American,
p0serl to naval gi.m fire. The most power.ful battleship
annoyed
the ·eagle's owner by constantly urging that the
failed to destroy a constructional part of the seacoast detwo
anirnalR
should engage in a conflict. li'inally, this
fense both at. short and Jong range."
was agreed to hy the owner of the eagle. A large cage. of
Ai\fERICAX l\IOTOROYCLES FOR FIGH'rL~G MR);. wood and wire, was made and a good-sized sum of cash
One of tlie characteristic foatures of moilem· waTfare is was wagered hy each man.
' Promptly on tii'ne fixed for the death struggle canie
the use of the motorcycle in place of the horRe by dispatch
carriers and other~ . Although motqr cars are being em- the mnl1 with his fightii1g cat and a host of friends to
ployed, to a gTeat extent, for military purpo~es, there are wager their dollars and witness the contest. The farmer
conditions under which they must give way to the motor- a few days before had sold his wheat, and he had a goodcycle. The light weight and great po"-er of the latter be- sized roll of banknotes, with which he covered all bets. A
come paramount considerations when roads are rough and fine Jersey heifer, a prize steed ·a nd a shotgun were !<ta keel
muddy, and when transportation. accommodations for 'only by the enthusiastic supporters of the cat.
one or two passengers are re'luired.
The fight was remarkable. The cat was game, and
Tbe uses to which the motorcycle has been put, aside "bowed that its 01111er had reason to boast of its fighting
from the carrying of dispntches, are manifold. It has ability. It rushed at the eagle as if it would tear lier
been found an ideal means of transporting officers from to pieces, and at first it seemed that the two might be
one point to another in a short space of time; in fact, the evenly matched. But the eagle soon got her bearings. She
motorcYcles can make a greater speed than the average s'1·ooped down upon the luckless cat and sunk her terrible
automobile, with a greater degree of .safety. The two- talons into the flesh of her enem~·· M:adc1enec1 by the pain,
wheeled motor vehicle has also been found indispensable the rat fought fiercely to free itself. but it was but the
for rapidly reaching different sections of 8: long supply work of a moment for the .feathered fighter to tear the
train on the moYe; for on such a mount an officer can p,oor animal to pieces.
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HUSKY HARRY, THE BQY OF MUSCLE
- OR-

WILLING TO WORK HIS WAY
By CAPTAIN GEO. W. GRANVILLE
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XII (continued)
Kanaka Jack, still dazed, pulled at his foretop most
respectfully.
·
"Aye, aye, sir!" he said. "Ye're a better man than I."
"All right! Be sure you don't forget that."
Harry walked unconcernedly into his office. All disturbance was at an end, for the day at least.
,
Mr. Harwood, from his office window, had witnessed
the affair. Some while later be met Harry below and
cried delightfully:
"Harry, you are a wonder! The way you handled that
sailor did me good. They'll soon learn to let you
alone."
"He was a dangerous fellow," said Harry. "I couldn't
take any chances with him."
''You did the right thing. By the way, I would like
you to dine with me at my house this evening. 1 ha:ve
some things to talk over with you."
"I thank you," replied Hauy. "I shall be pleased
to do so."
The young clerk felt indeed :flattered at this mark of
favor. A little later be was in the merchant's carriage
and driving . home with him.
.
Mr. E:arwood' lived in a fine mansion in the aristocratic
part of Beechwood, His f.amily consisted of his wife and
daughter Julia.
When the carriage drove up to the door they enterf:d,
and Mr. Harwood took Harry into his library.
The merchant requested the young clerk to be seated.
He paced the room a moment and then said:
"Harry, I cannot understand why you have matle so
many enemies. There certainly is a dark plot afoot against
you."
Harry gave a start. He saw that there was a light of
apprehension in the merchant's eyes. For a moment he
hardly knew what to say.
"I have always tried to treat every one well,'' he finally
replied. "I certainly wish no one ill."
"Vlhat motiYe has t his Ben Phillips and his father · to
persecute you?"
"I cannot say," declared Harry, "unless it is an absurd
jealousy."
"Jealousy?"
"Yes."
"On the part of young Phillips?"
"Yes."
The merchant's face lit up.

"P erhaps we will get at it now," he said. " Of what is
he jealous? Your popularity?"
Harry blushed, and for a moment hesitated. But
finally he said:
"No, Mr. Harwood, for be thinks his position in life is
higher and his popularity more secure than mine. Though
there is no earthly reason for it, he is jealous of my friendship for Bessie Logan."
Mr. H arwood drew a deep breath, and his face cleared.
While his eyes twinkled, he sat down at his desk and took
from a pigeon-hole a paper.
"It is all clear· to me, now,'" he said. "I. know that Bessie Logan is a girl of rare good sense~ and Ben Phillips
might as well try to get the moon as her favor. So if he
is trying to dispose of you as a rival be is wasting his
time. I believe he is a very revengeful fellow. Owen
Phillips was a schoolmate of mine, and I know that he
was a youth who never forgave a fancied wrong or slight.
Ben takes after his father, no doubt.
"I think now I can understand who put that scurrilous
article in the paper about you. I have caused the editor
to write an apology and explanatipn, which will 'appear in
to-morrow's issue. I believe, Harry, that we will turn
the tables on them completely at the trial."
Harry's eyes glistened.
"Oh, Mr. Harwood!" he cried, "that was so kind of you.
Indeed, you are my best friend."
"I believe you are a good boy, Harry, and until I discover something to the contrary I shall stand by you."
"I wlll n11ver disappoint you, Mr. Harwood."
"I feel sure of that. Now, here is a letter which I received to-day. It is anonymous, and I therefore shall
hold it of no value."
Harry took the letter. He saw that the hand was disguised. He read it with flushed cheeks.
"Mr. Harwood: I write to warn you that there ts a
plot to rob you, and that a certain new clerk in your employ is leader of the gang. It will save you much to take
rt step in time and avoid a great loss by discharging him.
His initials are H. T. No further hint is necessary.
Don't disregard this waming.
FRo~r. A FRIEND."
For a moment Harry's eyes blazed. All the indignation
of his being was aroused.
"Do vou believe that, Mr. Harwood? If you have the
least fe~r, I ask you to dischar,2:e me."
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"I will tell you how I regard this cowardly message,"
said Mr. Harwood, tearing the anonymous letter into bits.
"It is of no value. Now, my boy, have no further fear. I
ha re detecti res at work, and hope soon . to round up the
rogue who is doing all .this rascally work. Let us go in to
cl inner.'·'
Mr. Harwood took Harry's arm and led him from the
, room. The strong boy's bosom was still swelling with
indignation, Jmt he was unable to vent it further at present. They now entered the dining-ro01p..
At the great table, set with its wealth of fine linen and
silver, sat two young women. Harry's face lit up eagerly,
and then turned crimson with instinctive bashfulness.
"This is my daughter Julia," said Iv,Ir. Harwood, and
Harry bowed before a stately young girl of the brunette
type. Also he Lowed to Mrs. Harwood, with polite words
of pleasure. He then turned to look full into the roguish,
merry eyes of the one girl before whom to him all others
were inferior.
"I can assure you this is a great pleasure, Harry," said
Bessie Logan, warmly. "I told you that I should see you
here. I am to make Julia a long visit."
"And she has
"Ye~," cried the merchant's daughter.
done nothing Lut sing your praises since she came. We
shall expect much from you, so be prepared to defend
the reputation she has given you.''
"'l'hough defeat stares me in the face I shall accept the
challenge," l'eplied Harry, "trusting to the charity and
mercy of your sex to give me· light judgment."
And with merry jest and repartee the dinner began. It
was an occasion which Husky Harry never furgot.

CHAPTER XIII.
A RU'T IN THE CLOUDS.

Husky Harry's first happy words broke any possible reserve, and the dinner party at once became a success. The
two yolmg women, Julia and Bessie, found the young
clerk a full match for them i.n wit and merry converse.
Mr. and Mrs. Harwood gave way largely to the three
young people. But they enjoyed it all none the less.
As the conversation turned upon various subjects Harry
found himself wholly at ease. The company was congenial, and there was a complete lack of restraint.
'The dinner was served in grand style. It was Harry's
first social experience of so high an orc1er, but he acquitted himself with credit. How much of this he owed
to the inspiration of Bessie's presence and her ingenious
support is a matter of conjecture.
After the dinner they repaired. to the drawing-room.
Harry hacl a l'ich bass voice, and he sang several charming ballads \rhile Bessie accompaniecl hilh on the piano.
When the proper hour arrived for taking his departure
the young ladies expressed politely their appreciation of
the entertainment he h~d afforded them, and .Julia said:
"Of course\ we shall see you at the picnic to-morrow?"
Harry looked surprised.
"I-indeed, I cannot say. I haYe not heard of a picnic. Where is it to be?"
"At the Cliffs. It is an annual affair given by the

town. There are to be all sorts of athletic e\ents, races
and sports."
"Ob, yes, Harry," cried Mr. Harwood, "I forgot to tell
you. 'I'here will be a general holiday to-morrow, and you
need not go to the office."
''.Then I shall be delighted 'to go to the picnic," declared Harry. "Shall I have the .pleasure of seeing you
all th ere ?"
"Certai11ly !" cried Julia. "And if you don't take me
boat-riding I shall never forgive you."
"As this is leap-year I shall claim the honor of any
number of cl~mces,'; said Bessie, with a merry laugh.
"I am O\envhelmed with joy!" cried Harry. "I fear
so much pleasure in one clay will make 1.he next "·eek clisnwl in comparison."
"Pshaw!'' exclaimed Julia. "Do you expect a whole
week to intenene ?"
"Not one day would intervene coulcl I ha vc my way,"
said Harry gallantly, "but business-you know, inexorable
business--"
"Oh, that is always a man's cry."
"That is right, Harry," laughed Mr. Harwood. "These
gay young women would have you do nothing but dance
attendance upon them. Oh, of course I shall be generous
'.Ind spare you when I can."
When Harry Thornton found his way back to his loc1"ing-house that night it seemed as i( the world had tak:n
on a different hue. The happiness of the evening had intoxicated him, ~o that he was deep in reverie when he
opened the door and entered his lodging-house.
A footstep behind him caused him to .turn, and a pleasant voice smote upon his ear:
•'Hello, Thornton. I've been waiting for you :rn hour,
and here it is nine o'clock. Where do you spend your
evenings?"
"SteYens ! I am glad to see you," criec1 Harry, ns he
grasped the hand of his brother clerk. "I am sorry i.o
have kept you waiting. I have been out to clinne_r." ·
"Oh, that's where you went when you droYc off with
the bo,s ?'' cricfl Stc-rnns rheerily. "Well, you are getting
popular, and I gue~s you cle::;erve it, all right.''
"Come np to the room ,'' c·ried Harry, and thev ascendecl tlw sl airs. In hi s room Hnrry oft'ered his ·Yi~ itor a
chair.
"I can't stay but a moment," declared SteYens. "[
came to see you about a little matter of business. I want
to ask a favor."
"What is it?"
"You Bee I am on the committee of sports to-morrow.
From what I have seen of you I know you are an athlete.
I want to put your name clown as participant. in a tugo'-war."
• "A tng-o'-war !" exclaimed Harry, with a laugh. "It
must be that you think I am strong?"
"Well, n man who can throw sailors around the way
you can is not to be sneezed at. Let me put your name
clown?"
"What teams compete?"
"It is the strong boys of Beechwood against the strong
men of Maysville. I believe Ben Phillips is captain of
that team."
(To be continued)
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FROM ALL POINTS
An orphan Southclown lamb, raised on a bottle at the
farm, Berkeley, Cal., achieved the distinction
f be>ing rhampion wether of his breed at the Panamaacific Show, and grand champion of all breeds at the
ecent stock show in Portland. The lamb won for the
nivcrsity of California $125.

'i

during the night'fl sleet. The sheep hail. gone to the far
side of their pasture. When Whillhite found it impossible
to drive them back to their pens, he took a load of straw
beclding to the sheep and left them in the open for the
night. The next morning he found some of the sheep
standing and some lying, but all frozen to the ground.
After he had chopped them from the ice the 6heep seemed
Ilerman Larson purchased a farm in the vicinity of none the worse for the experience.
rederic in Polk County, Wis., and last summer built a
ouse there and mane preparations to move on the propAlthough Marconi has been confined to his room at th~
rty, which he had been renting to neighbors. The other Hotel Miramare,
Genoa, owing to grip, he has not ceased
ay he went up to Frederic ahead of his family, expecting
work on a new discovery, the secret of which is closely
o put things in readiness, when he found that the house
guarded. It is said that his discovery will have considera:!d been carried off by thieves.
ble influence.in the development of the war if the experiments which he is carrying o~t in his rooms at the hotel1
J. R. Fisher, of Cleveland, ninety years old, works every which have been
transformed into an electrical workshop,
day at his forge or in his machine shop. "I'm working
are successful on a large scale as they have been on a
Pctrnoe I like to," he said. "I'd rather wear out than
small one. Marconi is helped in his experiments by his
nE<t out." Fisher, who has toiled at his trade for seYenty
faithful assistant, the Marquis Solari, who is most en-.
years, brought up ten children. "Music and poetry have
thusiastic about the new discovery, but has pledged his
layed a big part in my life," said Fisher. "I believe
word to reveal nothing about it.
hey have helped me keep young. I have always kept myelf contented."
The fish canners of Stavanger, Norway, who have been
trying to become independent of foreign countries for
When Thomas Bertrand, of Beaver Falls, Pa., visited
their supply of tinplate, have been successful in their
1i;; chicken coop the 0ther morning he discovered that
attempts to secure sufficient capital for the erection of ·a
hieYes had broken in and stolen a rooster and two hens.
roll iug-mill in their city. More than 30,000 tons of tinn the floor, partly hidden in straw, he found a gold-filled
plate are used annually in the Stavanger district alone.
rnnting case watch which a thief evidently had dropped.
The plans for the new mill will provide for yearly produci\. local jeweler .valued the watch at $18. "I was always
tion of at least 30,000 tons. This enterprise will cost
olcl that rnising chickens paid big dividends and I am
more than $1,000,000 and will employ 400 to 500 men .
ow sure of it," remarked Bertrand.
The electric machinery to be installed will produce I,600
horse-power, but the maximum production will probably
Among the dramatic surprises of the war, of which not be reached for three or four years. No attempt will
hrre have bren not a few, the swift capture of Erzerum be made to begin construction until after the close of the
nd the equally swift descent of the Russian troops into European war, because of the difficulty of obtaining raw
siatic Turkey must always be conspicuous. The cam- material.
aign in the C.(J.ucasus, hitherto regarded as insignificant,
1ny yet prove to be the means by which Russia will realize
The head of what is supposed to be a prehistoric animal
1cr age-long dream of a port on the warm seas, open the was unearthed
on 'the farm of Homer Fenters, near Macy,
·car round for her incoming and outgoing sea-borne and is now
on exhibition in the window of a clothing store
rade.
in Peru. Ind. The horns, skull and a part of the facial
bones of an animal were found, bµt the clnssification is
A<leline :Mackyol, aged three, and Frederick Mackyol, unknown to students. of natural history in this city. The
gccl four, were burned to death, and their mother, Mrs. bones were examined by Col. Benjamin E. Wallace, former
xu~t i\fackyol, was fatally injured in a fire which destroyed owner of the Hagenbeck-Wallace circus, but he was unheir home. No. 3620 Minnesota avenue, Duluth, Minn. able to tell to what animal they belonged. M:r. Wnllace
ick. a wl;ite bulldog, sacrificed his life in an effort to said that in some respects the bones resembled those of a
aye the little ones, and his <lead body was found lying water buffalo. The horns of the head droop several inches
n the bed beside the charred remains of the tiny girl. below the lower jaws and they are twenty-three inches
of a kerosene lamp was responsible for the from tip to tip. The head will be sent to a .Chicago institution, where it will be examined and classified by students of natural history. Some months ago the bones of
.T. V. \'i'hillhite, a farmer near Grant City, Mo., spent a large mastodon were unearthed in the vicinity of Macy,
he greater part of one forenoon recently chopping his seYeral miles from the place where the present head was
H:ep from the icy ground to which they had been frozen cliscoYcred.
·
min~ rsity
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GOOD CURREN'!' NEWS ARTICLES

tempt a frontal attack. The war has proved the very contrary. Indeed, the present gigantic struggle for the cap·
ture of Verdun has consisted, so far as the German infantry is concerned, of little else but frontal attacks
against what are probably the most completely defended
positions in tpe world. It is probable that s.ince the early
history of warfare troops have never been subjected to
such a frightful ordeal as the dense masses of German
infantry which have stormed, or attempted to storm, the
outlying_ Verdun positions. The High Command of the
German army knows what it is about; but the average
layman is beginning to ask himself how long the German
army oan last if its numbers are to be reduced through
the coming spring and summer at the rate of wastage in
the Verdun battle.

GRINS AND CH UCKLES

Letter to a Schoolmaster-My son will be unable to atConscience troubled an elderly woman who paid local
cashier of railway .company, New Castle, Pa., 15 cents for tend school to-day, as be has just shaved himself for the
three rides she said she beat conductors out of eight years first time.
ago.
"She thinks her husband is a deep-dyed villain."
'"\Yell, she's never been able to catch him doing
"Why?"
A gigantic American eagle, pet of the police and kept
wrong."
anything
off
in ·the Police 7,oo, escaped from its cage and carried
a suckling pig from a farm at Fourpole, near Hunting"Do you know that a gaseous emanation from radium
ton, W. Va. 1'he eagle disappeared after seizing the
transformed ·into helium, Miss Elderly?" "No, l\Ir.
is
·
porker.
Jinks, I'll just het you're talking love to me in Latin."
A company of Chinese soldiers regularly enlisted in the
militia in Hawaii constitutes an odd body in the reserve
fighting forces of the United States. The organization
was formed with the sanction of the War Department at
Washington, and urnler the tutelage of American army
oflkers has made such pronounced progress in the mastery
of military tactics that the recruiting of a second company is being considered.

"The vcl"y clay I first met him," said Miss Plane, "something to1c1 me he would eventually fall in love with me."
"Indeed,'' repli ed Miss Knox, "the something wasn't your
·
mirror, was it?"
Intending Lodger-You say a music teacher lives next
door: that is not pleasant. Landlady-Oh, that won't
matter; he has twelYc children, and they make such a
noiRe :vou can't hear the piano:

A man died in a local hospital at Woorfomd; Cal., reBlobbs-So your 1nvestment turned out badly, eh? I
cently as a rernlt of injuries sn~bined wh;i, he fell from
the county bridge at Tancred. He suffered ir compound thought ~·ou got in on the ground floor. Slobbs-I did,
fracture of the jaw, since when he hac1 not beer. >lble to but it looks as though some other fellows had sneaked in
masticate food or to t~lrn nourishment - vropcrl~·· 0'·ad- through the cellar window.
uallv he wasted away, literally from slow starvation . Th.•
victim was an expert orchardist and bad lived in \\7 ood- . He--If you loved me, why did you at first refuse me?
land .for several years.
She--I wanted to see bow you would act. Ile-But
might have rushed off without waiting for ari explanation
'l.'he snowfall haf' resulted in a great slaughter of cleer She-Oh, I had the door locked.
by predatory animals, in the opinion of C. J . Hills, of
Mrs. Nuritch-I want to get a pair of swep white glove
Oakridge, Ore. He tells of finding several carcasses, one
wear to a ball. Clerk-Yes'm. How long do you want
to
indicating that the deer had been killed by a wildcat. At
Mrs. Nuritch-See here, young man, I ain't talkthem?
bad
deer
the
and
deep
feet
twenty
wns
this point the snow
been there apparently several days in a space ten feet in' about rentin' 'em. I want to buy 'em.
square. It had eaten a bunch of maple bushes for food.
As it could not get out of its snow prison it became easy
Two commercial travelers went on a pleasure trip in a
prey.
open boat, and both, being poor seamen, lost their oars
After drifting out of sight of land and becoming exhaust
one went to sleep and the other remained on wr.Lh
ed,
In the years preceding the war we were told, says the
the lookout cried: "Wake up, I see a sail.·
Suddenly
comthe
be
would
murderous
so
Scientific .\merican, that
hinecl artillery, macl!inc-gun and rifle fire from an ' en- "Never mind," said his sleepy companion, "I left my sam
trenchc(l position that no troops in the world would at- ples on shore."
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call again. Glorions prospect! to hare a robber-chieftain
'rHE ROBBER OF DEYIL'S POOL.
By Joi.Jn SI.Jerman

Imagine a great mass of brown curls, tucked into a net
- a pair of roguish brown eyes-one dainty slipper, and
one torn shoe-a dress tucked up jauntily over a gay
almoral, and an exquisitely dimpled arm and hand flour'shing a gay feather duster among brocatelle sofa~ and
hairs.
Imagine all this, aud you will have a portrait of Gipsy.
The morning sun crept stealthily in at the window and
layed joyously upon the velvet carpet, while a tall, lighthaired exquisite, in a duck suit and panama, crept with
equal stealth in at the door, aiJd stood complacently viewing the seen,~ through his eyeglass.
" 'Pon honor, Gipsy, you are as sweet as a May morning in that rig. Ha, ha! I'm glad I ' ve caught you."
"C'aught me, indeed!" and the duster handle came down
·ith a thump on the floor. "Do you suppose I care how
ou catch me? Come, no nonsense, you immaculate piece
f perfection . You are nonpareil. 'Tis enough for both.
ust step over that pile of dust-'Come o'er the sea, Charey, sweet Charley, dear Charley,'" slie sang, ga.yly, "and
've something to tell you when you get safely on this
ide of the dirt pile. 'l'here, your clothes are safe once
ore, and you are happy. Not an atom of dust on your
istracting tie. Now to business. I want you to go down
o Devil's Pool with me this afternoon, and help to gather
ome of the loYely reel berries that gro\\' there, to put in
i ffie's hair, for the party to-night."
"Can·t go, 'pon my word. Impossible."
"Ah, you don "t want to go. Then I'll break my e11gageient. Won't have anything to do with you. Ifs hard
nough to undertake to remodel such a dan_d;Y under ~ny
ircumstances, and to make you into somethmg practical
nd useful, without any opposition on your part."
And, so saying, the brown -witch on the sofa beside him
ashed a half-comical, haH-fierce glance into the cerulean
yes above her.
"You'll hurt yoursel.f, Gip, if you go on at this rate.
t's bacl enongh for the health to get into a rage. Listen
o reaso11. I\·e got to go to Piermont to-night at six
'clock, without fail, to meet a gentleman on important
u.inesE; otherwise, nothing would preYent me from gong. My little girl kno,vs it. Give me a kiss, and
rnke up."
"Won't gi1e you a kiss, no time, never, you complaent--"
"But vou shall, you monkey, you elf. you--" and the
entence" was finished in a peal of laughter and a love
kirmish.
"I'll be revenged," cried the rosy-lipped creature of
weet ~ix.teen, as' Rhe sank breathless and nettled in the
orner of the ·sofa, her tumbled curls flying ancl her eye.
winkling behind her lo,·er's glasses, which he hacl perched
n the ro11qucrr.d beauty's nose. 'Tll go alone to Devil's
ool. I'll take my pistol, and ride Meg; and if I meet
;uef1e,·i1. so m11ch tl1e better-I'll have seen him, then.
'11 ha1e a nice little talk with him-perhaps he'll cut you
ut no lc:llina-ancl ii he sees me home, I'll ask him to
'
0

lover. iliy clear, little, golden-haired, patent-leathered
adorer isn't jealous," noticing a rising flush in his cheeks.
"X ot a jealou~, Gip. Go an cl make his acquaintance,
and if You like him better than me-well, if you wilfully
endang~r your life, by going alone to Devil's Pool, don't
blame me when You find }Ourself dead, that's all," and,
flinging her han~l from him, he sprang through the low
French window, and was gone before she could collect her
senses sufficiently to call after him.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

"Good-by to you, Miss Gipsy, honey; have a care to de
high-sperrited hoss, and keep de tight rein on her. I brin'
to my recommend de time dat she ran wid de old commodo'e, and .frew him. So have de care, baby."
"NeTer fear for me, Uncle Joe; I have a constitution
like t1ie United States, and can mann:ge Meg or any other
animal of her size."
The nut-brown maiden threw one radiant glance back to
the faithful old servant, ~vho held open the carriage gate,
and, touching up her spiTited animal, disappeared around
the bend in the wooded road.
lt was late in the afternoon of the same clay on which
the above scene took place-a faultless summer day-just
clouds enough to cover the distant hills with great purple
shadows, that continually chased each other over the tops
and down the sides, dearing for an instant to bathe the
woods in a flood of yellow sunshine, that 'trickled through
the elms and lindens, i.he pines and the maple~, freshflushed with the thought of fall, and lay its golden fingers
in t11e moss beneath, when °''er the sun the idle clouds
would lazily float again, and shroud the landscape in a
mellow gloom.
"Oh, :Meg!" exclaimed the little rider, as she drew rein
to watch the changing hues of the woods across the river,
"can't we have an adventure?"
~Ieg picked up her ears, but whether at the idea or at
the sound of a frog at the roadside, that gave an explosive
grunt as though awakening from a bad dream and, turning suddenly in its miry bed, cannot be definitely determined.
"Gus is angry, that's certain," mused Gipsy. ' 1He's
jealous. Terrible thing to have a jealous husband. I
must cure him. Bah ! jealous of Danidevil, a notorious
robber and highwayman. This is really rich. Too rich to
keep on such a warm day. Yes; I will go to Devil's Pool.
I have my pistol, and-pshaw! there's no danger of meeting any one there. Get up, ~leg; on with . you! I must
show (+us my berries in the morning."
An hour's ride brought Gipsy to a path in the forest,
across which the afternoon sun threw long bars oi golden
light. Following this familiar trail, which grew darker
aml narrower as she cautiously ,advanced, and often obliged
her to bow her head to the level with her horse to escape
the dense foliage, she at last came to an opening-a
chi:rmiug little dell, in which lay a black, slug~!i~h pool,
edged with bushes, hearily laden with beautiful ~carlet
berries.
Gipsy's eyes sparkled at the sight, and she thought of
her triumph on the morrow.
She glanced cautiously around ere she slid from her
horse's back, anc1 felt instinctively for her pistol.

/
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She turned up the skirt of her habit, and loaded it with
the tempting berries.
She could not satisfy herself with a few.
Then she made them into a huge bouquet, and fa stened
them on to Meg's back, behind the saddle.
~ o sound broke the stillness but the chirping of the
crickets.
She grew bolder.
"What a charming spot," she murmured. "How silly to
take the word of ignorant negroes that Daredevil has made
it his rendezvous. Probably the poor fellow is hundreds
of miles away. Why, this is a natural circus ground,''
,
continued she, rapturously.
Then tucking her riding skirt up over her gay balmoral,
and pushing her hat on to the extreme back of her head,
she jumped 011 Meg's hack and stood upright, exclaiming:
"Up, Meg! We must have at least one turn here before
we go."
Meg pricked up her ears and broke into a dancing,
prancing hop-step.
Gipsy's cheeks flushed with fun, and a merry laugh es::aped her.
She forgot her dangerous quarters.
At a word Meg broke into graceful hops, going around
and around the pool in a. circle, and then stood up on her
hind legs.
It was her daily practise.
· Gipsy stood firmly, her cheeks flushed with .crimson and
her eyes scini.illating fire, when a loud laugh rang out on
the still air, and a man's voice cried:
"Bravo! Lady, do that again, and I'll give you a purse
of gold."
Gipsy's blood left her cheeks, and Meg came down with
a bound.
There sat a black-bearded man dressed in a great cloak,
on a protruding rock above her head.
"Just try it over, will you, and I show you s\)me new
tricks? Here's the purse," he continued, holding aloft a
tiny scarlet bag.
Gipsy felt that her face was pallid, and she trembled in
her saddle; but with a mighty effort she commanded her
voice, and answered boldly:
"Keep your purse, sir. Who are you?"
"One who i:s accustomed to being obeyed,'' replied the
deep voice. "Continue your performance."
"Who do you take me for-a circus rider? I am my
own mistress. I never ride for money or for strangers."
"Ah, well; we can soon be acquainted, then. I'm Daredevil, and you--"
"Miss Gipsy. Wood, of Cedarville," replied she, without
ti inching.
''You're a charming girl, I see; and I'm most happy to
have met you. Now, will you repeat that equestrian performance?"
"I will ride twice around the ring, sir," she replied,
"and then I go. It's getting late."
"Oh !never fear the hour. I will see you safely home,''
and the slim figure arose, swung himself from the rock
down into the glen, and, breaking off a switch from a
tree, stripped off the leaves, and placed himself in the center, ready to touch up Meg when she came around.

"X one of that, sir. Meg goes by my voice. . Thro
away your whip."
"You arc an impcricus little beauty. I really begin t
adore you. X ow, al low me to show you some new tricks."
"Not a trick, sir. It's late, and I'm going."
"Xot so fast, m:v lacly. You shall wait my pleasure,"
cried lw. Rpringing forward, with uplifted hand, to catch
J\'Ieg ·s bridle.
Gipsy's cheeks flushed with indignation, and she looked
a modern Camilla as she stood upright on her horse.
"'I'ouch that bridle, sir, and you shall smell gunpowder," cried she, pointing her pistol at his head.
For an instant the man looked baffled; then. suddenly
brightening up, he motioned to some one behind her, and
cried:
"This way . . Seize her horse."
Gipsy turned 'in affright.
It was a ruse.
Xo one was there; but in that instant the robber ca ugh
her in his arms, chew her pistol from her hand, and seate
her, half[ fainting, on the turf beside him.
"Gips}," murmured a strangely familiar voice in he
ear, and a great black wig and beard rolled from the rob
ber's head to the ground, "can you forgiYe me?"
Gus' golden curls and cerulean eyes, robbers' wigs an
black beards, were iJJStantly floating in confusion t-hroug
Gipsy's head.
She looked up at the robber, and there sat Gus instead.
The truth flashed on her.
Bewildered and weak with fright, now that the dange
was passed, she sank pale and trembling within that hor
rid robber cloak, upon a familiar duck vest.
"ForgiYe me, Gip; I didn't mean to carry ·the joke so
far. I grew so conf'.:lundcc1 nervous over yom· coming her
alone that I sent my brother Dick to Piermont in m}'1
place, and followed on after you, dressed like Daredevil,
to see what you would say when you saw him; and also t
protect you from any one else. \\"hen I saw you so brave
I coul c1n't help carrying the joke too far. I'm a w;·r.tch
forgiYe me."
And he gazed piteously into her pale face.
"You're no such thing. There ! I won't hear sue
stuff."
And an arm stole softly around his neck, and a pair o
pale lips grew rosy as they darted beneath his mustache
"You're my own sweet, darling little master."
A full-grown golden eagle was captured in Rosshire
Scotland, rec;ently, under peculiar circumstances. 'I'hre
surfacemen were employed at a section of a new portio
of the llighland line w)rnn they were attracted by the ap
pearancc of an eagle in a field three miles from Ardgay
On being approached the bird offered a fierce resistanc
with beak and talons. The men threw their jackets ove
it, one holding its head enveloped in the jacket, while th
others tied its legs. The bir<l was secured aliYe withou
much injury. It is seven feet one inch from tip to tip 0
wings. Eagles, it is said, cannot rise from the groun
owing to their immense spread of wings and comparative
ly short legs. They require pinnacles, bonlclers or stee
precipices ere they can soar.
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HOW 'l'IIE XATIO~S SLEEP.

1

1.

would not be the case if the ordinary ·flat blotter were
In some cases black blotting p~per i5 usel1 to dry
official letters. as it iti much safer than the pink or white
Yariety. Important telegrams, if not in code, often have
to be guarded from prying eyes by Government officials.
For this purpose they use a simple little· invention wfai.e:h
con ist of a telegraph fonn prepared with a perforated
gummed edge. ']he message having been written, the
form is foldeit over and the edges gummed down, as in
the case of a letter card, and its con~ents are hidden from
the messenger who carries i.t to the telegraph office. Each
battleship carries a book of code signals which holc1s the
meaning of the little flag' which fl.utter at the masthead
when ships communicate. The code book is of immense
importance, says the Philadelphia Inquirer, and strict
precautions are taken against it falling into the hands of
the enetn_v. Each Yolume is heavily weighted with lead in
lhc coYcr, so that in an emergency it can be thrown in.to
the ~ea with the certainty that it will sink.

It may surprise many to learn that nations differ in u eel.
their ways of sleeping, as they do in other things. For
instanee, the British are v'ery much devoted to their
feather beds. 'rhc J :ips, on the contrary, would rega1d
surh a bed as a great discomfort. The latter stretch
themselves upon a rush mat placed on the floor, and for a
pillow they have a hard, square Llock of wood.
'l'he Chinaman, on the contrary, rises to the dignity of
a bed. But what a bed! lt is onlv raised a few inches
off the floor, according to the Philadelphia Inquirer, and
though it is more often than not elaborately carved 1n
\\·cod, it newr has any soft mattresses placed on it to take
away its hardness. Like his cousins in Japan, the Chinaman is (·onlent with a plain rush mat_,_
The Hussian peasant believes in sleeping on his stove,
especially in winter, but delightfully warm as is his bed,
your Russian peasant thinks nothing of crawling off in
the morning nud breaking the ice outside for an early
wa~l1.

.'

FIGHTING A RA 'l'EL.
In Africa: there flourishes a curious, Jong-nosed little
Tho$C who luwe cYer appliecl a moistened finger to a bit creature called the ratel, ,which is said to exhibit a most
of frosty metal in winter will remember the painful ex- peculiar method of .fighting its human adYersaries. The
perioo1ce tl:ercby gained. Cold, as \rell as heat, can blister ~on of a Britisher in South Africa, who was using a shotthe skiii.
gun for the .first time, had an exciting time with a ratel,
During certain experiments in the production of ex- writes FJd win Tarrisse.
tremely low temperatures, an eminent scientist burned
'l'he hoy saw the ratel creeping around an ant hill. rt
himself with cold several times. The effects were so re. ..
ranterecl off at o not very lively pace, and the bov fired
markable tha_t h~ clccmecl them worthy of de~cnption to at easy . range: 'rhe animal turned heels-over-head; much
a body of scientific men.
.
I in tbe same way that a tame squirrel will disport itself in
It ~ppears that_ there a_re h:o kmds, or degrees, of "cohl a wheel-cage. The ratel paused once, as if in pain,. but
burn, ' says Erl wm Tarnsse m the ~oys' W or] cl. In the neYcr took ·his eyes off the boy. The lad , did not think of
case of the less seYcre burns, the skm at fo-;:t turns retl, runnincr but clubbed his gun and stood prepared to meet
but becomes hlue the next day. The inflamell spot swells, a F<pring.
and a period rnrying from a month to six weeks elapses
before the wound heals .
IL happened that this English boy had never been told
When the contact with the cold substance is longer and how the ratel fights. Almost every boy in the veldt knows,
more complete, a burn of the second degree is produced. but this lad di(). not. · To wait thus, expecting a leap breast
A malignant and stubborn wound is forme cl and the high, is to giYe the ratel exactly the chance he wants.
IIe-itating not a second, the ratel glided swiftly in and
process of healing is Ycry sl ow.
A drop of liquid air falling 011 the hand produced a seized the bov's feet. The boy hacked him w~th the butt
"cold burn" which did not completely heal in SL\: months, of his gun, kicked at him, shouted his loudest, but the
while a scorr.h frbm heat, accillcntalLy inflicted on the ratel gnawed · away with the pertinacity of a bulldog. At
sr.mc hnrnl and nearly at the same time, was healed in ten every blow, the creature's teeth closed like a vise. 'l'he
boy seized its long tail, wrenched and twisted it, but the
or twch'e dnys.
ratel would not drop his hold.
The struggle lasted for a shorter time than it takes to
GU A HD ING STA'l'E SECRETS.
tell it. The muscles of the lad's instep were cut through,
Jn wartime there arc numerous important Rtate secrets and lie tumbled backward-not at full length-but aga!nst
which mnet be prel'entecl from leaking out, rmd they are ai~ ant hill. This circumstance probably saved his life.
cruardecl lw rnrious ingenious devices. For instance, in
The ratel let go, as it does when ih: victim drops, to
Brifr:h no.Yernment ofHces the writing on important d.ocu- spring upon the body. But the plucky boy lifted himself
men ts iR \lricd by means of roller blotters. 'J'hese · consist upon his elbowR and lay across the summit of the mound.
of reYolYing e.vliJJders covered with blotting paper. wliicli That migi:t only have prolon~ed ihe st;uggle, but at that
an' run 0 ,cr wet ink. The writing is imprrFRrcl on the moment lus fotl1er came runnmg up. rhe boy was many
yli ndcr in a c:oduscd jumble, impossi\Jle to decipher, as I Li1out1is in Led, untl 111uny more on crutches.
BURNED BY COLD.

so
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FACTS WORTH . READING
REG RO DIES .\. T J 21 YE.\.TI$ OLD.
Louis ::\Icrriman, a negro. who was born when George
Washing ton was Presiden t of the United StateR, died at
h·,, home in Kansas City, Kan., the other night. }!erriman was the oldrst man on the United States pensioo
roUs and claimed to haYe substant iated the fact that he
was born 121 years ngo on a plantati on in Yirginia in
1795.

pound or the reabout ~ of brown su!);nr. When the cologne
highball dri11ker feels a thirst f'oming on, he steps into a
tlrug store, buy,; a ten-cent bottle of cologne of his faYorite fragrarn ·c, awl ~oes 011t. Once on the street he removes the stopper, drops in a pinch of brown sugar, shakes
the bottle well, and has his "smile."

TO .MAKE MO:NO TYPE.
A monotype is a print of which it is possible to take ~ut
DOG.
made from a drawing or painting on a glass or ZlllC
GLES
one,
CHATN S'l'RAN
e
extensiv
an
from
says Youth's Compan ion. It may be made in several
plate,
returned
just
has
w110
John Kelly,
anrl
color or in onlv one, and artistic effects can be produce d
trapping expediti on at the headwat ers of North River
hound
ya]uable
his
with only a lirr~ited knowledge of drawing .
Elk Creek, Wash., reports the loss of
inan
making
out
was
he
If you can ;:;ketch from nature, select some simple subhile
W
'
in a peculiaT manner.
then copy some
spection trip of his traps the dog, which was chained in ject for your fo·;;t attempt . If you cannot,
technica l cliffithe
d
mastere
e
hav.
the cabin, jumped through a window and strangle d, the simple thing. Until you
color.
one
the
oruy
reach
with
dog
culties, work
chain not being long enough to let the
Brnutifo l ruonotyp ej ha Ye been made with printers ' ink;
ground.
but, as a rule, oil paints produce the best result. You can
get a warm, rich tone by adding a little burnt sienna and
TREED BY BLOOD HOUND S.
ivory black, and rni:xing them with a few drops of
Peter Brevio, aged forty-thr ee, an Italiav, was treed blue to
or poppy oil. Be careful not to make the paint
linseed
with the aid of bloodhounds, arrested and lhought back
·
thin.
to Oregon City, and committ ed to the State Hospita l for too
glass or a zin,e plate not larger than 5
of
piece
a
''e
Ha
diet
his
and
tree
hollow
a
in
the Insane. Brerio lived
bristle brush, a paper stump and a
small
A
inches.
consisted of roots, berries and what food he could find by 8
complet e tl1e outfit. For printcloth
cotton
soft
of
piece
a
around neighbo ring farmhou ses . He stole an axe from
soft .Japanese paper is usually consi clcrer1 best, but, if
farmhou se and pa~sed much of his time choppin g down ing,
caunot be 11ad, use ordinary white blotting paper.
trees." A number of men of the district determin ed to ar- that
Having coYerecl your pla1e moothly with the color. put
rest Brevio and went to his tree home. The Italian ran
of cloth oYer the end oE your finger, and with it
piece
a
away. Dogs were then put on his trail.
wipe out the larger lights, such as fleecy clouds, a sunny
road, or a white house. For smaller spaces, use the paper
PEANU T BUTTE R FATTE NS HOGS.
stump, or the end of a burned match. '\\"ork to get the
Bert Handy, a Juneau County, Wis., farmer, has in- contrast s as strong as possible, and 1lraw as accurate ly as
troduced a new method of fattenin g hogs which he claims possible.
is unusual ly successful, and at the same time meets with
When you are sure that you haYe carried the drawing as
popular favor among the pigs. Mr. Handy feeds peanut far as yon can, lay the plate with the painting uppermo st
butter to the animals and the results are that the pigs on the table, and clean the edges with a cloth on the end
take on :fle~h with wonderf ul rapidity . While peanut but- of your thumb. Cut the paper large enough for a margin
ter may seem rather a delicacy for hogs, the substance all around, and wet it thoroug hly in a bowl of water. La)
used is not exactly the same as that sold for table pur- it for a moment on a piece of dry blotting paper to reposes, it being a by-prod uct of the peanut butter industry . move the surplus water, then place it evenly on the painting, and carefully smooth out all the wrinkles . Place the
blotter over it to avoid tearing the wet paper, and rub it
A "COLO GNE HIGHB ALL."
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All that is needed for the cologne highball , it is report- overcome
ed. is a pocket containi ng a p3:1?e! bag in which is a half- tious efforts.
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•&me•, 1port•. card diversions, comic rec!taUttle book. Bealde!I the various methods ot
tfon1, etc.. auttable !or parlor or drawinghandkerchief', !&n, glove, parasol , window and
room entertainment. It contain• more !or
hat t!.lrtatton, it contains a tull list or the
the money than any book. publlehed.
l&ngua1re and aenttment ot nowerB.
No. 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FI8H.-Tho
No. 4. HOlV TO DANCE ls the title o!
0
1
th!• little book. It contains !ull Instructions
~u :1\a~~~pter;e c~':i~~ t~~ i~1~ r;~~~~tfou~~eab~~~
In the art o! do.nclnir, etiquette In the ballsun•,
hunting
dogs,
traps, trapplns and n1hroom and a.t parties, how to dress, and f'ull
lng, together with de1criptton o! game a.nd
dtrectfon• tor . calling ott. in · all popular •q uare
nah. .
•ancea.
No. 22. HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.No. 11. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A comHeller'• aecond sight expl&lned by hi• !ormer
plete «Ulde to love, courtship an.d marriage,
aulstant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining how the
rtvlng ltm!!lble adv ice, rule• and etiquette to
1ecret dlalo&'\les were carried on between the
be observed, with m&ny curious and Interestm ast cl a.n a nd the boy on the 1ta1re; alao stving things not generally known.
No. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE. . Ing all the codes and algnals.
No. 2a. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAlllS.-Gtvtng t:ull Instruction for the use of dumbThia little book gives the explanation to all
bell•, Indian cluba, parallel bars, horizontal
ktnds of dream1, together with lucky and
bar1 and various other methods of developing
a s ood, healthy mus cl e; containing over stxty
unlucky day•.
UluBtra.ttona.
No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO
GENTLEl\JEN .-Contatntn g full dlrection a !or
No. 7.
HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handwriting to gentlemen on all aubject1.
1omely Jlluetrated and con tain in g full inatructlonl!I for the management and training of the
No: 25. HOW TO BF.COJllE A GYMNAST.canary,
mockingbird ,
bobolink,
Containing full Instructions !or a.II kinds o!
blackbird,
paroquet, -varrot, etc.
gymnastic sports and athletic exerc ieea. EmNo. 9. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRJLO~~cui:cJ~~~\~~ftve lllu~tratlona. By Pro!eaaor
QUIST.-By Harry Kennedy.
Every lntelll~'o. 26. HOW TO ROW. SAIL AND BUILD
••nt boy reading thf1 book o! tnatru ction s can
"
muter the art~ and create any amount ot tun
A BOAT.- Fully Illustrated. Full Instruction•
for htmseH and rrtend a.
It ts the greateat
are given In th1B little book, together with lnbook ever published.
st ructions on swimming and riding, companion
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art or sel!sport s to boating,
••tense made easy.
Containing over thirty
No. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF
illustrations o! guards, blows, and the dlfferRECJT.~TJONS.-Co ntalnlng the most popular
tnt positions o! a good boxer.
Every boy
selections In use, compr\slng Dutch dialect,
lhoul d obtain one o r these useful and lnstrucFrench dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect
Uve books, as tt will teach you how to box
pieces. together with many standard readings.
without an Instructor.
No. 28.
HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.
Everyone i i desirous of knowing what his
--A most complete ltttle book, containing full
future ltfe wll1 bring Corth , whether happiness
"1rectlons for writing love-letters, and when
or misery, wealth or pove rty. You can tell
te use them, giving apeclmen letters ror
~o:!~::~:d.at this lJttle book. Buy one and
,..u ng a.nd old.
No. 12. HOW TO WRITE I.ETTERS TO
No. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.
LADIES.-Givlng complete Instru c tion• tor
-Every boy should know how Inventions origwriting letters to ladies on all subjects; also
inated. This book explains them all, giving
letters of introduction, notes and requeata.
examples tn electricity, hydraullcs, magnetti.m, optics, pneumati cs , mechanics, etc.
No. U. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF
JCTIQUETTE.-It lo & irrea.t lite secret, and
No. SO. HOW TO COOK.-One or the moat
For aale by all newadeaiers, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, 10 eta. per copy, or
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lnetructlve book• on cooking ever pubUehel
It contain• reclpea !or cooking meat•, ft•
game, and oyatera; also plea, puddlnp, cak
and all kind• o! p&etry, and a grand colle~
tlon of recipes.
No. Sl. HOW TO BECOME A SPEAK.El
--Containing fourteen llluotratlone, giving th
different pol!!lltfona requlelte to become a goo
•P&a..ker, reader and elocuttonfat.
Al110 C01i
ta.lntng gems t'rom all the popular author• c
proae and poetry.
No. 112. HOW TO RIDE A BICYCLlt.
Containing ln•tructlona tor beglnne:ra, chol
ot & machine, htnt1 on training, etc. A coll'1
plete book. Fu11 of practtca.l f11uatrattons.
No. 81!. BOW TO PLAY OA!llES.-A corri
plete A.nd ueetul little book. containing th
rule• and regulation• o! billiard•, bagate114

baN~~as6~ 0;.:oW0 \!10t·s8¥:V~°C(>;i,<r:rnRuM:

-Containing all the leading conundrum• q
the day, amuaing riddles. curious catche• an!.
witty oaylnge.
No. 88. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWl
DOCTOR.-A wonderful book, contalnlnir UH
ful and practical Information In the tn&tmerl
of ordinary dlaea11e1 and ailment• common ~
every famtly. Ab ounding In useful and efte.;
ttve recipes !or genera.I complain t..
No. S9. HOW TO RAISE DOGS. POULTR
PIGEONS AND RABBITS.-A u•eful and I
1 tnicttve book. Handsomely Illustrated.
No. 40. HOW TO l\IAKE AND SET TB~
-Including hints on how to catch mols
weasels, otter. rate, aQulrrel• and blrda. Al
how to cure aktns. Coploualy Illustrated.
No. ~l. THE BOYS OF NEW YORU: ENJ
MEN'S JOKE BOOK.-Conta!ntnir a irre&t v~
rtety or the latest joke!! used by the mo~
!amoui end men.
No amateur mln1trel11 t
complete without this wonderful little bool(
No. 4%.
THE BOYS OF NEW YOR.
STl'lllP SPEA.CER.-Contalnlng a varied u
aortment of l!ltump irpeechea, Negro, Dutch a.nl
lrtah. Also end men's jokes. Juet the th int
tor home amusement and amateur shows.
No. 0. now TO BECOME A lllAGICIAl'
-Containing the grandest assortment o! mag
teal illusions ever placed before the publi<
Also tricks with cards. Incantations, etc.
No. H.
HOW TO WRITE IN AN AL
BUl\f.-A grand collection o! Album Ver11e
suitable tor any time and occasion; em bra.a
Ing Line! of Love, Attectlon, sentiment, Hu
mar, Respect, and Condolence; also Veree
Suitable ror Valentines and Weddings.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK lllIN
STREL GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK.-Som•
thing new and very Instructive. Every bo~
1hould obtain this book, a.a 1t contains ful
lnstrucUona tor organizing an amateur min
strel troupe.
l for 25 eta., in money or po•tage stamps, b,I
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